
INTO THE FIRE

BY GRANT AND DAVID BOUCHER 

A lost prince, a silver necklace, and a dangerous journey
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Originally, this was a 1st Edition  AD&D® adventure for 6-10 characters, each of 6th to 10th 

level of experience, but the adventure as been updated to use AD&D 3.5 d20 rules.  The party

should be of good alignment and should contain at least two well-equipped fighters.  The

adventure is designed to fit within any campaign world, and the DM can easily modify the

names, persons, places, etc., detailed herein without seriously altering the true nature of the

adventure.

A small kingdom with a mountainous western border is assumed to exist; the DM should

name the kingdom, its king, and its capital as desired, to fit his own campaign circumstances. 

(Note that the kingdom could easily become a large barony.) The player characters should be in

good standing with the current monarch, possibly known to him by previous deeds or petitions.

This adventure occurs in the early winter.  The Dungeon Master can use weather charts to

simulate the effects of snow, wind chill, and other phenomena, if such charts are available.  No

major storms are anticipated.

BACKGROUND FOR THE DM;

Many years ago, a young prince named Lomaran was sent by his father to a foreign university

across the sea.  The boy never made it.  A cutthroat band of pirates, led by an infamous reaver

named Jalussa the Merciless, attacked his ship, and the crewmen of the ill-fated craft were killed

or captured in the ensuing battle.  The prince hid below decks and escaped the initial onslaught,

only to be discovered later during the pirates’ search for booty.  The boat was burned and, as

Jalussa never ransomed his captives (preferring more direct ways of acquiring cash), Prince

Lomaran was sold into slavery with the other survivors.  His silver necklace, engraved with the

royal seal of his family and his own name, was cast into the ship’s treasure pile.

The pirates eventually met their own horrible fate when a great red dragon known as Flame, a

beast of incredible power, attacked their ship.  After slaying all those on board with claws and

teeth, or blasting them overboard with strokes of its wings, the dragon tore away the masts, dug

its massive claws into the hull, and carried the entire pirates’ ship and treasure back to its lair

high in the mountains.

Fifteen years later, after many more successful raids (mostly against the nations and tribes

north and west of the mountains), Flame’s sleep was disturbed by a group of knights looking for

refuge from a winter storm outside his lakeside haven.  The knights proved to be of little

challenge, but a few days later, as the dragon was preparing to eat the last of them, it found that

the human had escaped, having only feigned death.  Worse yet, the knight even had the gall to

steal one of the dragon’s treasures, an attractive silver necklace.

Flame was enraged, although the dragon was more upset over the loss of its prospective

dinner than the loss of the necklace.  The dragon left to hunt for the man when another blizzard

came and forced an end to the search.  When the storm ended, Flame could find no trace of the

missing knight, and it subsequently dropped the matter.   Besides, the dragon mused, that

miserable human isn’t likely to have lived through the storm.  But if he did, he might lead a few

more tasty morsels to my cave as he did before.  I hope he knows some elves; I haven’t had a

sweet little elf in a long time. . . .

Meanwhile, the burned and battered knight, Sir John, staggered down the freezing mountain

and began his slow, determined trek home.  Dazed, disoriented, and suffering from frostbite, he

eventually entered a cave for shelter and collapsed.  Fortunately, he had stumbled into the 
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entrance to a large colony of svirfneblin (deep gnomes).  Sir John, realizing the importance of the 

necklace he held and his own approaching death, promised the gnomes a substantial amount of

treasure would come their way if they’d agree to return his body and the necklace to Fort Silan, a 

nearby outpost.  Unable to heal his injuries and always interested in more treasure, the gnomes

agreed.  Within a few days, they arrived at the fort with the knight’s body.

The acting captain of the guards at the fort, Sir Uller, interrogated the new arrivals.  When he

was finally convinced of their honesty and intentions, he allowed them to leave with an ample

reward.  Sir John was buried with highest honors and the necklace was sent onto the capital and

the king.

THE MISSION:

The DM may gather the party at the king’s castle in the capital, individually or as a group, but

the general scenario should be as follows:

A royal messenger arrives with a scroll and hands it to a party member.  It is a summons for

the party members (all named and described within the text) to a royal audience with the king,

effective immediately.  The messenger waits for the characters and escorts them to the palace

when they are ready.  Several messengers may be dispatched if the characters normally live apart.

Once in the presence of the king, the party is addressed in a special closed session of the hall. 

Only the king, his bodyguards, and the party are present.  The following passage (spoken by the

king) should be read aloud to the party.

Fifteen years ago, my only son, Lomaran, then only nine years old, set sail for the east to

begin his final schooling in preparation for his eventual succession to the throne.  His ship never

reached its destination.  After a search along our coasts, I presumed the ship and my son to be

lost at sea.  I was without an heir and without hope, until now.

Ten days ago, the body of one of my knights was returned to Fort Silan by a group of strange,

gray-skinned gnomes.  He was a member of a seven-man squad patrolling high in the mountains

along our western border.  These men were some of the strongest and bravest in the realm present

company excepted, of course.

The other six men have been missing in action for over a week from their patrol, which was

to have taken a month to complete.  The dead knight, Sir John, had died of burns, exposure to

cold, and many terrible wounds.  Stranger still was what he bore on his person, a silver necklace

bearing my royal seal.  The king lifts a tarnished necklace from his lap and holds its aloft.  This is

the same necklace I gave to my son, just before he disappeared so many years ago.  To say the

least, it is extremely odd that it should be found so high in the mountains, when by all rights it

should now be lying at the bottom of the sea.

I’m not only interested as to my son’s possible whereabouts, however.  I’m also gravely

concerned about this new threat from the west and the possibility of well, of whatever foreign

threat slew my knights and possessed my son’s necklace.  We know so little about these

mountains, and absolutely nothing about what lies beyond them.  This is why I have commanded

your presence.  I would like you to find out who or what is behind this attack, what happened to

the rest of the patrol, and, if possible, what all of this has to do with my long-lost son.

If the party decides to help, the king provides them with this additional information:

Since the gnomes wouldn’t reveal the location of their lair, or even where they, found Sir

John, you must begin where the original patrol began and follow its path until you discover what
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happened.  The gnomes said that Sir John's last words were a warning about fire or flames.  He

was not very coherent at the end, may he rest with the gods.

The king then gives the party directions to Fort Silan and descriptions of the six remaining

lost knights, as well as a detailed description of the prince, as he looked 15 years ago.  He also

provides horses and equipment as necessary and within reason.  The king sends an escort of men

with the party, but only until they reach the fort.  He cannot send any men or magic items into the

mountains with the party, because he must gather all of his remaining forces and fortify the

outpost forts, in the event that Sir John’s death is a prelude to an invasion from the west.

The next morning, he sends the characters on their way, each bearing a signed document

noting that the bearer is on a mission for the king and should not be delayed.  The documents do

not authorize the bearer to receive free goods or to deputize assistants.

If the characters bother to detect for magic on the necklace, they find none.  A legend lore or

other divinatory spell only tells the story revealed earlier.  Under no circumstances can the party

learn anything about the dragon Flame or its lair, as Flame is protected from all Scrying spells

and devices by a magical item (see Area I-4).  Too many people have handled the prince’s amulet

for too short a time to make any further impressions clear.

The capital lies 170 miles from Fort Silan, over low grasslands and rolling hills (normal

terrain, DMG, page 58).  The travel time from the capital city to the fort should be calculated

from information given in the DMG, supplemented by whatever maps the DM wishes to create

for the local terrain.  Military highway sexist and are in good condition.

THE ADVENTURE:

The party should be allowed to ride horses and use other pack animals throughout this

adventure.  Without them, it would take much longer than the party would tolerate to carry

provisions, treasure, etc.

Should the party possess the means to fly (by flying carpet, trained griffons, etc.), the DM

should hint that the party should remain close to the ground, or else run the risk of missing vital

clues and evidence.  The path taken by the patrol is not very manageable by normal standards,

but it is relatively easy to follow.

The party’s map of this area is not accurate enough to permit safe Teleportation, and Scrying

should be almost impossible.  In any case, Flame is protected from Scrying magics by an Amulet 

Of Proof Against Detection and Location.  No rumors of dragons are circulating in the

kingdom at present.

Random encounters occur on a roll of 1 on a d6, checking twice each day (at morning and

evening) and once each night (right after dusk); or at the discretion of the DM.  No random

encounters occur while the party travels from the capital to Fort Silan (Area A), and none 

are found within a five-mile radius of Flame’s Mountain (Area I), but the DM should roll the die

anyway to keep the party guessing.

Roll the indicated die if an encounter is indicated as shown above.  Then consult the

following to see what was encountered.  Each group may only be met once; ignore further rolls of

the same encounter.  These encounters are not detailed and should be fleshed out by the DM

before the start of play.  Humans and other humanlike beings wear heavy clothing and furs to

protect themselves from the cold winter weather.
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FOOTHILLS AND PLAINS ENCOUNTERS, DAY (d4)

ENCOUNTER 1)  FRONTIER PATROL

Development: These men are from Fort Wheelan and are routinely patrolling the plains and

hills along the frontier.  They stop the party and inquire as to the purpose of their journey.  If

satisfied, they wish the party luck and proceed onward.  If not, they take them to the nearest

fort (Area A or N) for further questioning:

  A frontier patrol consists of forty 1st-level fighters, twenty 2nd-level fighters, eight 3rd-level

fighters (guards), seven 4th-level fighters, three 5th-level fighters, two 7th-level cavaliers

(lieutenants), and a 9th-level cavalier (the leader).  Distribute magic items as desired to,

warriors above 1st level.

  These men are all mounted on medium warhorses.  They are all armed with long swords and

crossbows, are of neutral-good alignment, and are completely loyal to the king.

FIGHTERS (40): 10 Hp's each, 1d10 (1st Level Human Fighter), Mv: 30 ft., Ac:16 (+1 Dex,

+4 Chain-Shirt, +1 Light Steel Shield), Touch: 11, Flat-Footed: 15, Medium Humanoid

(Human), Base Attack: +1, Grapple: +3, Space: 5 ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att: Long Sword +4 Melee,

Dam: Long Sword 1-8 +2 Melee.  Initiative: +1 (+1 Dex).  CR: 1.  Abilities: Str: 15, Dex: 13,

Con: 11, Int: 10, Wis: 10, Cha: 10.  Alignment: Lawful Neutral.  Skills: Climb: +6, Jump: +6,

Ride: +5.  Feats: Cleave, Power Attack, Weapon Focus (Long Sword).  Saves: Fort +2, Ref:

+1, Will: +0.  Critical: Long Sword 19-20/x2.  Each is dressed in a Chain-Shirt and Light

Shield and carries a Long Sword and a Dagger.

FIGHTERS (20): 15 Hp's each, 2d10 (2nd Level Human Fighter), Mv: 30 ft., Ac:16 (+1 Dex,

+4 Chain-Shirt, +1 Light Steel Shield), Touch: 11, Flat-Footed: 15, Medium Humanoid

(Human), Base Attack: +2, Grapple: +4, Space: 5 ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att: Long Sword +5 Melee,

Dam: Long Sword 1-8 +2 Melee.  Initiative: +1 (+1 Dex).  CR: 2.  Abilities: Str: 15, Dex: 13,

Con: 11, Int: 10, Wis: 10, Cha: 10.  Alignment: Lawful Neutral.  Skills: Climb: +7, Jump: +7,

Ride: +6.  Feats: Blind Fight, Cleave, Power Attack, Weapon Focus (Long Sword).  Saves:

Fort +3, Ref: +1, Will: +0.  Critical: Long Sword 19-20/x2.  Each is dressed in a Chain-Shirt

and Light Shield and carries a Long Sword and a Dagger.

FIGHTERS (8): 21 Hp's each, 3d10 (3rd Level Human Fighter), Mv: 30 ft., Ac:16 (+1 Dex,

+4 Chain-Shirt, +1 Light Steel Shield), Touch: 11, Flat-Footed: 15, Medium Humanoid

(Human), Base Attack: +3, Grapple: +5, Space: 5 ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att: Long Sword +6 Melee,

Dam: Long Sword 1-8 +2 Melee.  Initiative: +1 (+1 Dex).  CR: 3.  Abilities: Str: 15, Dex: 13,

Con: 11, Int: 10, Wis: 10, Cha: 10.  Alignment: Lawful Neutral.  Skills: Climb: +8, Jump: +8,

Ride: +7.  Feats: Blind Fight, Cleave, Combat Reflexes, Power Attack, Weapon Focus (Long

Sword).  Saves: Fort +3, Ref: +1, Will: +0.  Critical: Long Sword 19-20/x2.  Each is dressed

in a Chain-Shirt and Light Shield and carries a Long Sword and a Dagger.
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FOOTHILLS AND PLAINS ENCOUNTERS, DAY (d4) (Cont)

ENCOUNTER 1)  FRONTIER PATROL (Cont)

FIGHTERS (7): 30 Hp's each, 4d10+4 (4th Level Human Fighter), Mv: 20 ft., Ac:21 (+1 Dex,

+8 Full-Plate, +2 Heavy Steel Shield), Touch: 11, Flat-Footed: 20, Medium Humanoid

(Human), Base Attack: +4, Grapple: +6, Space: 5 ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att: Masterwork Long

Sword +8 Melee or Long Bow +5 Ranged, Dam: Masterwork Long Sword 1-8 +4 Melee or

Long Bow 1-8 Ranged.  Initiative: +1 (+1 Dex).  CR: 4.  Abilities: Str: 15, Dex: 13, Con: 12,

Int: 10, Wis: 10, Cha: 10.  Alignment: Lawful Neutral.  Skills: Climb: +9, Jump: +9, Ride:

+8.  Feats: Blind Fight, Cleave, Combat Reflexes, Power Attack, Weapon Focus (Long

Sword), Weapon Specialization (Long Sword).  Saves: Fort +5, Ref: +2, Will: +1.  Critical:

Masterwork Long Sword 19-20/x2 or Long Bow 20/x3.  Each is dressed in suit of Full Plate

and Heavy Steel Shield and carries a Masterwork Long Sword, a Long Bow, a quiver of 20

Arrows, and a Dagger.  Each as a VIAL OF CURE MODERATE WOUND POTION

(Brewed at 5th Level) in his belt pouch.

FIGHTERS (3): 37 Hp's each, 5d10+5 (5th Level Human Fighter), Mv: 20 ft., Ac:21 (+1 Dex,

+8 Full-Plate, +2 Heavy Steel Shield), Touch: 11, Flat-Footed: 20, Medium Humanoid

(Human), Base Attack: +5, Grapple: +7, Space: 5 ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att: Masterwork Long

Sword +9 Melee or Long Bow +6 Ranged, Dam: Masterwork Long Sword 1-8 +4 Melee or 

Long Bow 1-8 Ranged.  Initiative: +1 (+1 Dex).  CR: 5.  Abilities: Str: 15, Dex: 13, Con: 12,

Int: 10, Wis: 10, Cha: 10.  Alignment: Lawful Neutral.  Skills: Climb: +10, Jump: +10, Ride:

+9.  Feats: Blind Fight, Cleave, Combat Reflexes, Power Attack, Weapon Focus (Long

Sword), Weapon Specialization (Long Sword).  Saves: Fort +5, Ref: +2, Will: +1.  Critical:

Masterwork Long Sword 19-20/x2 or Long Bow 20/x3.  Each is dressed in suit of Full Plate

and Heavy Steel Shield and carries a Masterwork Long Sword, a Long Bow, a quiver of 20

Arrows, and a Dagger.  Each as a VIAL OF CURE MODERATE WOUND POTION

(Brewed at 5th Level) and a VIAL OF HASTE POTION (Brewed at 6th Level) in his belt

pouch.

FIGHTER (2): 43 Hp's, 6d10+6 (6th Level Human Fighter), Mv: 20 ft., Ac:22 (+1 Dex, +9 for

+1 Full-Plate, +2 Heavy Steel Shield), Touch: 11, Flat-Footed: 21, Medium Humanoid

(Human), Base Attack: +6, Grapple: +8, Space: 5 ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att: Masterwork Long

Sword +10 Melee, Dam: Masterwork Long Sword 1-8 +4 Melee.  Initiative: +1 (+1 Dex). 

CR: 6.  Abilities: Str: 15, Dex: 13, Con: 12, Int: 10, Wis: 10, Cha: 10.  Alignment: Lawful

Neutral.  Skills: Climb: +11, Jump: +11, Ride: +10.  Feats: Blind Fight, Cleave, Combat

Reflexes, Great Cleave, Power Attack, Weapon Focus (Long Sword), Weapon Specialization

(Long Sword).  Saves: Fort +5, Ref: +2, Will: +2.  Critical: Masterwork Long Sword 19-

20/x2 or Long Bow 20/x3.  Each is dressed in suit of +1 FULL PLATE ARMOR and Heavy

Steel Shield and carries a Masterwork Long Sword, a Long Bow, a quiver of 20 Arrows, and

a Dagger.  Each as a VIAL OF CURE MODERATE WOUND POTION (Brewed at 5th

Level) and a VIAL OF HASTE POTION (Brewed at 6th Level) in his belt pouch.
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FOOTHILLS AND PLAINS ENCOUNTERS, DAY (d4) (Cont)

ENCOUNTER 1)  FRONTIER PATROL (Cont)

PATROL LEADER (Amaz Nemill): 80 Hp’s, 10d10+20 HD (10th Level Fighter), Mv: 20 ft.,

Ac:22 (+1 Dex, +9 for +1 Full-Plate, +3 for +1 Heavy Steel Shield, +1 Amulet of Natural

Armor), Touch: 11, Flat-Footed: 21, Medium Humanoid (Human), Base Attack: +10,

Grapple: +14, Space: 5 ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att: +2 Bastard Sword +18/+13 Melee or +1 Light

Crossbow +14/+12/+9 Ranged, Dam: +2 Bastard Sword 1-10 +8 Melee or +1 Light

Crossbow 1-8 +3 Ranged.  CR: 10.  Abilities: Str 18, Dex 14, Con 15, Int 12, Wis 8, Cha 13.  

Alignment: Neutral Good.  Skills: Climb: +16, Intimidate: +14, Jump: +16, Knowledge

Religion: +7, Listen: +3, Spot: +3.  Feats: Alertness, Point Blank Shot (Light Crossbow),

Rapid Reload (Light Crossbow), Exotic Weapon Proficiency (Bastard Sword), Weapon Focus 

(Bastard Sword), Weapon Specialization (Bastard Sword), Weapon Focus (Light Crossbow),

Weapon Specialization (Light Crossbow), Improved Critical (Bastard Sword), Greater

Weapon Focus (Bastard Sword), Rapid Shot (Light Crossbow).  Saves: Fortitude: +9, Reflex

+5, Will: +2.  Critical: +2 Bastard Sword 17-20/x2 and +1 Light Crossbow 19-20/x2. 

Languages Spoken: Common.  Each is dressed in suit of +1 FULL PLATE ARMOR and +1

HEAVY STEEL SHIELD.  Each wears an AMULET OF NATURAL ARMOR +1 and

carries a +2 BASTARD SWORD, a +1 LIGHT CROSSBOW, a quiver of 20 Quarrels, and a

Dagger.  Each has 3 VIALS OF CURE MODERATE WOUND POTION (Brewed at 5th

Level) and a VIAL OF HASTE POTION (Brewed at 6th Level) in his belt pouch.

HEAVY DRAFT HORSES (81): 19 Hp's each, 3d8+6 HD, Mv: 50 ft., Ac:13 (-1 Size, +1

Dex, +3 Natural), Att: 2 Hooves -1 Melee, Dam: 2 Hooves 1-6 +1 Melee.  Initiative: +1 (+1

Dex).  CR: 1.  Abilities: Str: 16, Dex: 13, Con: 15, Int: 2, Wis: 12, Cha: 6.   SA: A light load

for a Heavy Draft Horse is 200 pounds, a medium load is 201 to 400 pounds, and a heavy load

is 401 to 600 pounds.  SQ: Low-Light vision, scent.  Alignment:  Neutral.  Skills: Listen: +4,

Spot: +4.  Feats: Endurance, Run.  Saves: Fort +5, Ref: +4, Will: +2.  Critical: Hooves 20/x2. 

The Heavy Horse is found in the Monster Manual on page 273.

NOTES:

ENCOUNTER 2)  PIONEERS (MOVING SOUTH)

Development: The pioneer group consists of 30 men, 30 women, nine male children, and

seven female children.  These people are on their way to try and settle in the foot-hills to the

south before severe winter weather hits.  Six men and four women are fighters of various

levels (1st-3th), armed with various weapons and mounted on light horses.  The other people

are zero level.  They fight to the death to protect their loved ones.  The children and supplies

can be found in covered wagons behind the mounted leaders.  The zero-level men and women

are all armed with various bows and slings (useable from within the wagons).

NOTES:
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FOOTHILLS AND PLAINS ENCOUNTERS, DAY (d4) (Cont)

ENCOUNTER 3)  SIX GIANT EAGLES

 These beings do not bother the party unless fired upon. 

GIANT EAGLE (6): 26 Hp's each, 4d10+4 HD, Mv: 10 ft., Fly: 80 ft., Ac:15 (-1 Size, +3

Dex, +3 Natural), Touch: 12, Flat-Footed: 12, Large Magical Beast, Base Attack: +4, Grapple:

+12, Space: 10 ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att: 2 Claws +7 Melee and Bite +2 Melee, Dam: 2 Claws 1d6

+4 Melee and Bite 1d8 +2  Melee.  Initiative: +3 (+3 Dex).  CR: 3.  Abilities: Str: 18, Dex:

17, Con: 12, Int: 10, Wis: 14, Cha: 10.  Alignment: Neutral Good.  SQ: Superior Low-Light

Vision.  Skills: Knowledge Nature: +2, Listen: +6, Sense Motive: +4, Spot: +15, Survival: +3. 

Feats: Alertness, Flyby Attack.  Saves: Fort +5, Ref: +7, Will: +3.  Critical: Claws and Bite

20/x2.  Giant Eagles are found on page 93 of the Monster Manual.

NOTES:

ENCOUNTER 4)  GROUP OF 12 TROLLS

Development: The trolls have wandered up from a swamp to the south in search of more

human prey.  They will attack any group of beings they encounter in a direct charge.  Only fire

in large quantities can keep them away.

TROLLS (12): 63 Hp’s each, 6d8+36 HD, Mv: 30 ft., Ac:16 (-1 Size, +2 Dex, +5 Natural),

Touch: 11, Flat-Footed: 14, Large Giant, Base Attack: +4, Grapple: +14, Space: 10 ft., Reach:

10 ft., Att: 2 Claws +9 Melee and Bite +4 Melee, Dam: Claws: 1-6 +6 Melee and Bite: 1-6 +3

Melee.  Initiative: +2 (+2 Dex).  CR: 5.  Abilities: Str: 23, Dex: 14, Con: 23, Int: 6, Wis: 9,

Cha: 6.  SA: Rend for 2-12 +9 Hp’s damage.  SQ: Darkvision: 90 ft, Low Light Vision,

Regenerates 5 Hp’s per round, Scent.  Alignment: Chaotic Evil.  Skills: Listen: +5, Spot: +5. 

Feats: Alertness, Iron Will, Track.  Saves: Fort +11, Ref: +4, Will: +3.  Critical: Claws and

Bite 20/x2.  Trolls are found on page 247 of the Monster Manual.

NOTES:
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FOOTHILLS AND PLAINS ENCOUNTERS, NIGHT (d6)

ENCOUNTER 1)  FORCE OF 20 OGRES LEAD BY AN OGRE-MAGI

Development: This force has come down from deep within the western mountains to raid for

slaves and booty.  Some of the Ogres have seen a huge flying beast in the mountains (actually

the dragon Flame), but have no idea of what it was.

OGRE-MAGI (Raven): 113 Hp’s, 5d8+25 (Ogre-Magi) plus 8d4+40 (8th Level Sorcerer),

Mv: 40 ft., Fly 80 ft. (Good), Ac: 18 (-1 Size, +5 Natural, +3 for +3 Robe of Armor), Touch:

9, Flat-Footed: 18, Att: +1 Large Great Sword +11/+6 Melee or Large Master Work

Composite Long Bow +8/+3 Ranged, Dam: +1 Large Great Sword 3-18 +7 Melee or Large

Masterwork Composite Longbow 1-10 +4 Ranged. Initiative: +0, Space/Reach 10 ft./10 ft. 

CR: 12.  Str: 18, Dex: 10, Con: 20, Int: 17, Wis: 18, Cha: 24.  SA: Spells, Spell-like Abilities:

At will - Darkness, Invisibility, 1/day - Charm Person (DC: 18), Cone of Cold (DC: 22),

Gaseous Form, Polymorph, Sleep (DC: 18).  Caster level 9.  SQ: Darkvision 90 ft., Familiar

(snake named Slither), low-light vision, Regeneration 5, SR: 19.  Alignment: Chaotic Neutral. 

  Skills: Bluff: +20, Concentration: +13, Craft (Weaving): +22, Diplomacy: +9, Intimidate: +9,

Knowledge Arcana: +11, Knowledge History: +10, Listen: +14, Spellcraft: +13, Spot: +14. 

Feats: Alertness (as long as Slither is in arm*s reach), Craft Wondrous Item, Improved Natural

Armor, Lightning Reflexes, Skill Focus (Craft - Weaving), Skill Focus (Knowledge History). 

Raven carries a  LARGE +1 GREATSWORD, a LARGE MASTERWORK COMPOSITE

LONGBOW (+4 Str) and 20 arrows.  He wears a +3 ROBE OF ARMOR (functions as

Bracers of Armor +3), +2 CLOAK OF RESISTANCE, +2 SHIRT OF HEALTH (functions

as Amulet of Health +2). 

Spells (6/4+1/4+1/3+1/2+1/2+1, save DC: 12 + spell level):

0 Level: Arcane Mark, Detect Magic, Ghost Sound, Mage Hand, Mending, Message, Read

Magic, Resistance

1st Level: Comprehend Languages, Identify, Magic Missile, Shield, Unseen Servant

2nd Level: Detect Thoughts, Locate Object, Scorching Ray

3rd Level: Displacement, Shrink Item 

4th Level: Charm Monster    

OGRES (20): 29 Hp's each, 4d8+11 HD, Mv: 30 ft., Ac:19 (-1 Size, -1 Dex, +5 Natural, +4

Large Chain Shirt, +2 Large Wooden Shield), Touch: 8, Flat Footed: 20, Large Giant, Base

Att: +3, Grapple: +12, Space: 10 ft, Reach: 10 ft., Att: Greatclub +8 Melee or Javelin +1

Ranged, Dam: Greatclub 2-16 +7 or 1-8 +5.   Initiative: -1 (-1 Dex).  CR: 3.  Abilities: Str:

21, Dex: 8, Con: 16, Int: 6, Wis: 10, Cha: 7.  SQ: Darkvision: 60 ft, Low-Light vision. 

Alignment: Chaotic Evil.  Skills: Climb: +5, Listen: +2, Spot: +2.  Feats: Toughness, Weapon

Focus (Greatclub).  Saves: Fort +6, Ref: +0, Will: +1.  Critical: Greatclub 20/x2.  Each is

dressed in a Large Chain Shirt and a large wooden shield, and each is armed with a Greatclub. 

Ogres are found on page 199 of the Monster Manual.

NOTES:
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FOOTHILLS AND PLAINS ENCOUNTERS, NIGHT (d6) (Cont)

ENCOUNTER 2-3)  BANDITS

Development: This force consists of 60 - 1st Level Fighters, 20 - 2nd Level Rogues, 6 -  2nd

Level Fighters (Guards), 3- 3rd Level Fighters, 2- 4th Level Fighters, a 5th Level Fighter

(Marcus Blood), an 8th Level Fighter (Richard Stone), and a 8th Level Wizard / 4th Level

Fighter / 4th Eldritch Knight  (Ashanta Doom ).

  These bandits have just arrived in this area after being chased by royal forces to the south. 

They specialize in attacking helpless pioneers and pilgrims during the midnight hours, but the

winter weather has made pickings scarce. 

FIGHTERS (60): 10 Hp's each, 1d10 (1st Level Human Fighter), Mv: 30 ft., Ac:17 (+1 Dex,

+5 Chain-Mail, +1 Light Wood Shield), Touch: 11, Flat-Footed: 16, Medium Humanoid

(Human), Base Attack: +1, Grapple: +3, Space: 5 ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att: Long Sword +4 Melee

or Light Crossbow +2 Ranged, Dam: Long Sword 1-8 +2 Melee or Light Crossbow: 1-6

Ranged.  Initiative: +1 (+1 Dex).  CR: 1.  Abilities: Str: 15, Dex: 13, Con: 11, Int: 10, Wis:

10, Cha: 10.  Alignment: Neutral to Evil.  Skills: Climb: +6, Jump: +6, Ride: +5.  Feats:

Cleave, Power Attack, Weapon Focus (Long Sword).  Saves: Fort +2, Ref: +1, Will: +0. 

Critical: Long Sword 19-20/x2.  Each is dressed in a Chain-Mail and Light Wood Shield and

carries a Long Sword, Light Crossbow, a case of 20 quarrels, and a Dagger.

ROGUES (20): 12 Hp's each, 2nd Level Rogues, Mv:30 ft., Ac:14 ( +3 Leather Armor, +1

Dex), Touch: 11, Flat-Footed: 13, Medium Humanoid (Human), Base Attack: +1, Grapple: +3,

Space: 5 ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att: Short Sword +3 Melee or Short Bow Ranged +3, Dam: Short

Sword 1-6 +2 Melee or Short Bow 1-6 Ranged.  Initiative: +1 (+1 Dex).  CR: 2.  Abilities:

Str: 15, Dex: 13, Con: 13, Int: 12, Wis: 11, Cha: 8.  Alignment: Neutral to Evil.  Skills:

Appraise: +4, Balance: +4, Climb: +7, Disable Device: +4, Escape Artist: +4, Hide: +7,

Listen: +7, Move Silently: +7, Search: +4, Spot: +7.  Feats: Sneak Attack +d6 (Bonus Rogue),

Trap Finding (Bonus Rogue), Point Blank Shot (Bonus Human), Weapon Focus (Short Bow). 

Saves: Fort +1, Ref: +3, Will: +1.  Critical: Short Sword 19-20/x2 or Short Bow 20/x3.  Each

is dressed in a Leather Armor, carries a Short Sword, Short Bow, a quiver of 20 Arrows, a set

of Thieve’s Picks, and 1-4 sp’s in their purse as treasure

FIGHTERS (6): 15 Hp's each, 2d10 (2nd Level Human Fighter), Mv: 20 ft., Ac:20 (+1 Dex,

+7 Half-Plate, +2 Heavy Wood Shield), Touch: 11, Flat-Footed: 19, Medium Humanoid

(Human), Base Attack: +2, Grapple: +4, Space: 5 ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att: Masterwork Long

Sword +6 Melee or Light Crossbow +3 Ranged, Dam: Long Sword 1-8 +2 Melee  Light

Crossbow: 1-6 Ranged.  Initiative: +1 (+1 Dex).  CR: 2.  Abilities: Str: 15, Dex: 13, Con: 11,

Int: 10, Wis: 10, Cha: 10.  Alignment: Neutral to Evil.  Skills: Climb: +7, Jump: +7, Ride: +6. 

Feats: Blind Fight, Cleave, Power Attack, Weapon Focus (Long Sword)   Saves: Fort +3, Ref:

+1, Will: +0.  Critical: Masterwork Long Sword 19-20/x2 or Light Crossbow 20/x3.  Each

is dressed in a Half-Plate and Heavy Wood Shield and carries a Masterwork Long Sword, a

Light Crossbow, a case of 20 quarrels, and a Dagger.
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FOOTHILLS AND PLAINS ENCOUNTERS, NIGHT (d6) (Cont)

ENCOUNTER 2-3)  BANDITS (Cont)

FIGHTERS (3): 21 Hp's each, 3d10 (3rd Level Human Fighter), Mv: 20 ft., Ac:21 (+1 Dex,

+8 Full-Plate, +2 Heavy Steel Shield), Touch: 11, Flat-Footed: 20, Medium Humanoid

(Human), Base Attack: +3, Grapple: +5, Space: 5 ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att: Masterwork Long

Sword +7 Melee or Light Crossbow +4 Ranged, Dam: Masterwork Long Sword 1-8 +2

Melee or Light Crossbow 1-6 Ranged.  Initiative: +1 (+1 Dex).  CR: 3.  Abilities: Str: 15,

Dex: 13, Con: 11, Int: 10, Wis: 10, Cha: 10.  Alignment: Lawful Neutral.  Skills: Climb: +8,

Jump: +8, Ride: +7.  Feats: Blind Fight, Cleave, Combat Reflexes, Power Attack, Weapon

Focus (Long Sword).  Saves: Fort +3, Ref: +1, Will: +0.  Critical: Long Sword 19-20/x2 or

Light Crossbow 20/x3.  Each is dressed in a Full-Plate and Heavy Wood  Shield and carries a

Masterwork Long Sword, a Light Crossbow, a Quiver of 20 Quarrels, and a Dagger.

FIGHTERS (2): 30 Hp's each, 4d10+4 (4th Level Human Fighter), Mv: 20 ft., Ac:21 (+1 Dex,

+8 Full-Plate, +2 Heavy Steel Shield), Touch: 11, Flat-Footed: 20, Medium Humanoid

(Human), Base Attack: +4, Grapple: +6, Space: 5 ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att: Masterwork Long

Sword +8 Melee or Long Bow +5 Ranged, Dam: Masterwork Long Sword 1-8 +4 Melee or

Long Bow 1-8 Ranged.  Initiative: +1 (+1 Dex).  CR: 4.  Abilities: Str: 15, Dex: 13, Con: 12,

Int: 10, Wis: 10, Cha: 10.  Alignment: Neutral to Evil.  Skills: Climb: +9, Jump: +9, Ride: +8. 

Feats: Blind Fight, Cleave, Combat Reflexes, Power Attack, Weapon Focus (Long Sword),

Weapon Specialization (Long Sword).  Saves: Fort +5, Ref: +2, Will: +1.  Critical:

Masterwork Long Sword 19-20/x2.  Each is dressed in suit of Full Plate and Heavy Steel

Shield and carries a Masterwork Long Sword, a Long Bow, a quiver of 20 Arrows, and a

Dagger.  Each as a VIAL OF CURE MODERATE WOUND POTION (Brewed at 5th

Level) in his belt pouch.

FIGHTER (Marcus Blood): 37 Hp's, 5d10+5 (5th Level Human Fighter), Mv: 20 ft., Ac:21

(+1 Dex, +8 Full-Plate, +2 Heavy Steel Shield), Touch: 11, Flat-Footed: 20, Medium

Humanoid (Human), Base Attack: +5, Grapple: +7, Space: 5 ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att:

Masterwork Long Sword +9 Melee or Long Bow +6 Ranged, Dam: Masterwork Long

Sword 1-8 +4 Melee or  Long Bow 1-8 Ranged.  Initiative: +1 (+1 Dex).  CR: 5.  Abilities:

Str: 15, Dex: 13, Con: 12, Int: 10, Wis: 10, Cha: 10.  Alignment: Lawful Evil.  Skills: Climb:

+10, Jump: +10, Ride: +9.  Feats: Blind Fight, Cleave, Combat Reflexes, Power Attack,

Weapon Focus (Long Sword), Weapon Specialization (Long Sword).  Saves: Fort +5, Ref: +2,

Will: +1.  Critical: Masterwork Long Sword 19-20/x2 or Long Bow 20/x3.  Each is dressed

in suit of Full Plate and Heavy Steel Shield and carries a Masterwork Long Sword, a Long

Bow, a quiver of 20 Arrows, and a Dagger.  Each as a VIAL OF CURE MODERATE

WOUND POTION (Brewed at 5th Level) and a VIAL OF HASTE POTION (Brewed at 6th

Level) in his belt pouch.
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FOOTHILLS AND PLAINS ENCOUNTERS, NIGHT (d6) (Cont)

ENCOUNTER 2-3)  BANDITS (Cont)

FIGHTER (Richard Stone): 81 Hp's, 9d10+27 HD (9rh Level Human Fighter), Mv: 20 ft

(Breast Plate), Ac: 24 (+6 for +1 Moderate Fortification Adamantine Breast Plate , +4 for

+2 Fire Resistance Heavy Darkwood Shield, +3 Dex, +1 Ring of Protection), Att: +2 Keen

Long Sword +17/+12 Melee, Dam: +2 Keen Long Sword 1-8 +8 Melee, Initiative: +8 (+4

Dex, +4 Improved Initiative).  CR: 9.  Str:19, Dex: 18, Con: 17, Int: 14, Wis: 12, Cha: 16. 

Skills: Bluff: +9, Climb: +10, Handle Animal: +8, Intimidate: +15, Jump: +10,  Listen: +3,

Sense Motive: +9, Spot: +3.  Feats: Cleave, Dodge, Greater Weapon Focus, Improved

Initiative, Mobility, Power Attack, Skill Focus  (Sense Motive), Spring Attack, Weapon Focus

(Long Sword), Weapon Specialization.  Saves: Fort +3, Ref: +1, Will: +0.  Critical:  +2 Keen

Long Sword 17-20/x2 and Long Bow 20/x3.  Richard is dressed in a suit of +1 MODERATE

FORTIFICATION ADAMANTINE BREAST PLATE, +2 FIRE RESISTANCE HEAVY

DARKWOOD SHIELD, and wears a +1 RING OF PROTECTION, MINOR CLOAK of

DISPLACEMENT, and BOOTS OF SPEED.   He is armed with a +2 KEEN LONG

SWORD and +1 DAGGER.  He also carries a VIAL OF LEVITATION POTION (Brewed

at 10th level) and 2 VIALS OF CURE CRITICAL WOUNDS POTION (Brewed at 12th

level) with him at all times.  His chain of office is silver with gems (worth 180 gp's), and he

carries 10 each of pp’s and gp’s, plus a gem worth 50 gp's.

FEMALE HUMAN (Ashanta Doom): 107 Hp’s, 8d4+16 (8th Level Wizard) plus 4d10+8 (4th

Level Fighter) plus 4d6+8 (4th Level Eldritch Knight), Mv: 30 ft. Medium humanoid (Human), 

Ac: 28 (+8 for +3 Elven Chain-Mail, +2 for +2 Amulet of Natural Armor, +2 for +2 Ring

of Protection, +6 Dex), Touch: 16, Flat-Footed: 22, Base Att: +12; Grapple: +13, Att: +2

Human Bane Keen Kukri +18/+13/+8 Melee and +2 Kukri +18/+13 Melee, Dam: +2

Human Bane Keen Kukri 1-4 +5 Melee and +2 Kukri 1-4 +3 Melee.  Initiative +5 (+5 Dex). 

CR: 16.  Abilities: Str 12, Dex 21, Con 14, Int 18, Wis 18, Cha: 8.  SA Spells, Contingency in

Effect: If Ashanta is about to be subjected to fire damage (such as if she realizes an enemy

spellcaster is casting fireball, or she is about to be breathed on by a red dragon), a protection

from energy (fire) spell activates on her.  SQ: Rat Familiar.  Alignment: Chaotic Evil.  Skills:

Concentration: +18, Decipher Script: +20, Intimidate: +18, Knowledge Arcana: +20,

Knowledge Religion: +9, Knowledge the Planes: +18, Sense Motive: +11, Spellcraft: +22. 

Feats: Alertness (as long as Rat Familiar is in arm*s reach), Craft Magic Arms and Armor,

Craft Wand, Eschew Materials, Improved Two-Weapon Fighting, Lightning Reflexes, Quick

Draw, Scribe Scroll, Still Spell, Two-Weapon Defense, Two-Weapon Fighting, Weapon

Finesse, Weapon Focus (Kukri), Weapon Specialization (Kukri).  Saves: Fort +13, Ref: +11,

Will: +12. Critical: +2 Human Bane Keen Kukri 15-20/ x2 or +2 Kukri 17-20/x2. 

Languages: Common, Abyssal, Gnoll.
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ENCOUNTER 2-3)  BANDITS (Cont)

Ashanta is armed with a +2 HUMAN BANE KEEN KUKRI and a +2 KUKRI.  She wears a

suit of +3 ELVEN CHAIN MAIL, a +2 AMULET OF NATURAL ARMOR, a +2 RING

OF PROTECTION, a PAIR OF GLOVES OF DEXTERITY +4, and WAND OF

FIREBALL (caster level 8, 41 charges), WAND OF MAGIC MISSILES (caster level 9, 17

charges), contingency statuette worth 1,500 gp.  Ashanta has the following spells in memory

(Save DC: = 14 + spell level; caster level 11):

0 Level (4): Detect Magic, Flare, Light, Mage Hand

1st Level (5): Magic Missile (x3), Shield, Shocking Grasp

2nd Level (5): Scorching Ray (x2), Blur, Ray of Enfeeblement (Still), Spider Climb

3rd Level (5): Arcane Sight, Hold Person, Invisibility (Still), Scorching Ray (Still), Slow

4th Level (4): Dimension Door, Gaseous Form (Still), Haste (Still), Lightning Bolt (Still);

5th Level (2): Teleport, Wall of Fire (Still)

6th Level (1): Chain Lightning

NOTES:

ENCOUNTER 4-6)  GIANT OWL

Development: This beast is merely looking for food.

GIANT OWL (1): 26 Hp's, 4d10+4 HD, Mv: 10 ft., Fly: 70 ft., Ac:15 (-1 Size, +3 Dex, +3

Natural), Touch: 12, Flat-Footed: 12, Large Magical Beast, Base Attack: +4, Grapple: +12,

Space: 10 ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att: 2 Claws +7 Melee and Bite +2 Melee, Dam: 2 Claws 1d6 +4

Melee and Bite 1d8 +2  Melee.  Initiative: +3 (+3 Dex).  CR: 3.  Abilities: Str: 18, Dex: 17,

Con: 12, Int: 10, Wis: 14, Cha: 10.  SQ: Superior Low-Light Vision.  Alignment: Neutral

Good.  Skills: Knowledge Nature: +2, Listen: +17, Move Silently: +8, Spot: +10.  Feats:

Alertness, Wingover.  Saves: Fort +5, Ref: +7, Will: +3.  Critical: Claws and Bite 20/x2. 

Giant Owls are found on page 205 of the Monster Manual.

NOTES:
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ENCOUNTER 1)  A CHRAAL (EL 6)

Development: This creature is hiding in a snowbank, waiting for prey of any kind.

CHRAAL (1): 85 Hp's, 9d8 +45 HD, Mv: 40 ft., Ac:21 (-1 Size, +8 Natural, +4 Deflection),

Touch: 13, Flat Footed: 21, Large Elemental (Cold), Base Att: +6, Grapple: +15, Space: 10 ft,

Reach: 10 ft. Att: 2 Claws +10 Melee and Bite +8 Melee, Dam: 2 Claws 1-8 +5 Melee plus

1d6 Cold and Bite 2-16 +5 Melee plus 1d6 Cold.  Initiative: +0.  CR: 6.  Str: 21, Dex: 11,

Con: 20, Int: 9, Wis: 10, Cha: 6.  SA: Breath Weapon, Death Throes, Freeze.  Breath Weapon

(Su): 60·foot cone, 3/day, 6d6 cold, Reflex DC: 19 for half damage.  The save DC is

Constitution-based. Death Throes (Ex): When killed, a Chraal explodes in an immense blast of

cold energy that deals to points of cold damage and 10 points of piercing damage 10 anything

within 30 feet (Reflex DC: 19 half). The save DC is Constitution-based.  Freeze (Ex): A

Chraal generates so much cold that its mere touch, including all its attacks, deals an additional

ld6 points of cold damage. Any metallic weapon a Chraal might wield in combat also conducts

this cold.  SQ: Damage Regeneration 5 / -, Darkvision 60 ft., Deflecting Cold., Elemental

Traits, Immunity to Cold, Vulnerable to Fire.  Deflecting Cold (Su): The: magical cold

radiance that shines from the cracks in a Chraal's black ice gives it a measure of defense,

providing it with a +4 deflection bonus to Armor Class.  Alignment: Neutral Evil.  Skills:

Listen: +4, Search: +3, Spot: +4.  Feats: Improved Natural Attack (Bite), Improved Natural

Attack (Claw), Iron Will, Multi-Attack.  Saves: Fort +11 Ref: +3, Will: +5.  Critical: Claws

and Bite 20/x2.  Chraal are found on page 28 of the Monster Manual III.

NOTES:

ENCOUNTER 2-3)  TWO MOUNTAIN LIONS (EL 5)

Development: These are hunting for food, but they will avoid large and loud parties.

MOUNTAIN LIONS (2): 28 Hp's each, 4d8 +10 HD, Mv: 40 ft., Ac:15 (-1 Size, +3 Dex, +3

Natural), Touch: 12, Flat Footed: 12, Large Animal, Base Att: +3, Grapple: +12, Space: 10 ft,

Reach: 5 ft., Att: 2 Claws +6 Melee and Bite +2 Melee, Dam: 2 Claws 1-4 +5 Melee and Bite

1-8 +2 Melee.  Initiative: +3 (+3 Dex).  CR: 3.  Str: 21, Dex: 17, Con: 15, Int: 2, Wis: 12,

Cha: 6.  SA: Pounce, Improved Grab, Rake for 1-4 +2.  SQ: Low Light Vision, Scent. 

Alignment: Neutral.  Skills: Balance: +7, Hide: +3, Listen: +5, Move Silently: +11, Spot: +5. 

Feats: Alertness, Run.  Saves: Fort +6, Ref: +7, Will: +2.  Critical: Claws and Bite 20/x2.  If

it leaps down upon an opponent, it gains +2 to-hit on each of its attacks that combat round. 

Usually it will first attack by jumping, and then it will stay on the ground and fight normally.  

Lions are found on page 274 of the Monster Manual.

NOTES:
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ENCOUNTER 4)  A FROST SALAMANDER (EL 7)

Development: This beast lairs just slightly above the pass.  It has eaten well but doesn’t mind

catching extra prey.

FROST SALAMANDER (1): 78 Hp's, 12d10 +12 HD, Mv: 30 ft., Climb: 30 ft., Ac:17 (+2

Dex, +5 Natural), Touch: 12, Flat Footed: 15, Medium Magical Beast (Cold), Base Att: +12,

Grapple: +16, Space: 5 ft, Reach: 5 ft. Att: 4 Claws +12 Melee and Bite +10 Melee, Dam: 4

Claws 1-6 Melee and Bite 1-6 Melee.  Initiative: +2 (+2 Dex).  CR: 7.  Str: 11, Dex: 15, Con:

12, Int: 6, Wis: 12, Cha: 7.  SA: Cold Aura.  Cold Aura (Ex): A Frost Salamander emanates

such intense cold that each creature within 20 feel takes 1d8 Hp’s of cold damage per round

(no saving throw).  Magical effects that shield against cold work against this aura, but normal

measures (such as heavy furs or insulation) do not.  SQ: Cold Sub-Type, Darkvision 60 ft., DR

15/+1, Low Light Vision.  Cold Sub-Type (Ex): A Frost Salamander is immune to cold

damage but lakes double damage from fire unless a saving throw for half damage is allowed. 

In that case, the creature takes half damage on a success and double damage on a failure. 

Alignment: Chaotic Evil.  Skills: Climb: +8, Hide: +14, Listen: +3, Move Silently: +13, Spot:

+3.  Feats: Alertness, Improved Critical (Claw), Multi-Attack.  Saves: Fort +9, Ref: +10, Will:

+5.  Critical: Claws 19-20/x2 and Bite 20/x2.  Frost Salamanders are found on page 107 of the

Monster Manual II.

NOTES:

ENCOUNTER 5)  FORCE OF 20 OGRES LEAD BY AN OGRE-MAGI

Development: This is the same group detailed in Encounter 1, under foothills and plains

encounters (Night) above.  If this forces has been met and dealt with, ignore this roll.

  This force has come down from deep within the western mountains to raid for slaves and

booty.  Some of the Ogres have seen a huge flying beast in the mountains (actually the dragon

Flame), but have no idea of what it was.

OGRES (20): 29 Hp's each, 4d8+11 HD, Mv: 30 ft., Ac:19 (-1 Size, -1 Dex, +5 Natural, +4

Large Chain Shirt, +2 Large Wooden Shield), Touch: 8, Flat Footed: 20, Large Giant, Base

Att: +3, Grapple: +12, Space: 10 ft, Reach: 10 ft., Att: Greatclub +8 Melee or Javelin +1

Ranged, Dam: Greatclub 2-16 +7 or 1-8 +5.   Initiative: -1 (-1 Dex).  CR: 3.  Abilities: Str:

21, Dex: 8, Con: 16, Int: 6, Wis: 10, Cha: 7.  SQ: Darkvision: 60 ft, Low-Light vision. 

Alignment: Chaotic Evil.  Skills: Climb: +5, Listen: +2, Spot: +2.  Feats: Toughness, Weapon

Focus (Greatclub).  Saves: Fort +6, Ref: +0, Will: +1.  Critical: Greatclub 20/x2.  Each is

dressed in a Large Chain Shirt and a large wooden shield, and each is armed with a Greatclub. 

Ogres are found on page 199 of the Monster Manual.
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MOUNTAIN ENCOUNTERS, DAY (d6) (Cont)

ENCOUNTER 5)  FORCE OF 20 OGRES LEAD BY AN OGRE-MAGI (Cont)

OGRE-MAGI (Raven): 113 Hp’s, 5d8+25 (Ogre-Magi) plus 8d4+40 (8th Level Sorcerer),

Mv: 40 ft., Fly 80 ft. (Good), Ac: 18 (-1 Size, +5 Natural, +3 for +3 Robe of Armor), Touch:

9, Flat-Footed: 18, Att: +1 Large Great Sword +11/+6 Melee or Large Master Work

Composite Long Bow +8/+3 Ranged, Dam: +1 Large Great Sword 3-18 +7 Melee or Large

Masterwork Composite Longbow 1-10 +4 Ranged. Initiative: +0, Space/Reach 10 ft./10 ft. 

CR: 12.  Str: 18, Dex: 10, Con: 20, Int: 17, Wis: 18, Cha: 24.  SA: Spells, Spell-like Abilities:

At will - Darkness, Invisibility, 1/day - Charm Person (DC: 18), Cone of Cold (DC: 22),

Gaseous Form, Polymorph, Sleep (DC: 18).  Caster level 9.  SQ: Darkvision 90 ft., Familiar

(snake named Slither), low-light vision, Regeneration 5, SR: 19.  Alignment: Chaotic Neutral. 

  Skills: Bluff: +20, Concentration: +13, Craft (Weaving): +22, Diplomacy: +9, Intimidate: +9,

Knowledge Arcana: +11, Knowledge History: +10, Listen: +14, Spellcraft: +13, Spot: +14. 

Feats: Alertness (as long as Slither is in arm*s reach), Craft Wondrous Item, Improved Natural

Armor, Lightning Reflexes, Skill Focus (Craft - Weaving), Skill Focus (Knowledge History). 

Raven carries a  LARGE +1 GREATSWORD, a LARGE MASTERWORK COMPOSITE

LONGBOW (+4 Str) and 20 arrows.  He wears a +3 ROBE OF ARMOR (functions as

Bracers of Armor +3), +2 CLOAK OF RESISTANCE, +2 SHIRT OF HEALTH (functions

as Amulet of Health +2). 

Spells (6/4+1/4+1/3+1/2+1/2+1, save DC: 12 + spell level):

0 Level: Arcane Mark, Detect Magic, Ghost Sound, Mage Hand, Mending, Message, Read

Magic, Resistance

1st Level: Comprehend Languages, Identify, Magic Missile, Shield, Unseen Servant

2nd Level: Detect Thoughts, Locate Object, Scorching Ray

3rd Level: Displacement, Shrink Item 

4th Level: Charm Monster

NOTES:
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ENCOUNTER 6)  BANDIT GROUP (CAMPED)

 See encounter 2-3, under foothills and plains encounters (night) above.  If this force has been

met and dealt with, ignore this roll.

NOTES:
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MOUNTAIN ENCOUNTERS, NIGHT (d6)

ENCOUNTER 1)  TWO DREAD WRAITHS (EL 13)

Development: These are the doomed spirits of two human bandit lords who lived centuries

ago.

DREAD WRAITHS (2): 104 Hp’s each, 16d12 HD, Mv: Fly 60 ft. (Good), Ac:25 (-1 Size,

+9 Dex, +7 Deflection), Touch: 25, Flat-Footed: 16, Large Undead (Incorporeal), Base Attack:

+8, Grapple: N/A, Space: 10 ft., Reach: 10 ft.,  Att: Incorporeal Touch +16 Melee, Dam:

Incorporeal Touch 2-12 plus 1-8 Constitution Drain.  Initiative: +13 (+9 Dex, +4 Improved

Initiative).  CR: 11.  Abilities:  Str: -, Dex: 28, Con: -, Int: 17, Wis: 18, Cha: 24.  SA:

Constitution Drain; anyone struck must make a Fortitude save (DC: 25) or take 1-8

Constitution Drain, Create Spawn, gains 5 Hp’s on successful hit.  SQ: Darkvision 60 ft,

Daylight Powerlessness, Incorporeal Traits, +2 Turn Resistance, Undead Traits, +2 Turn

Resistance, Unnatural Aura, Life Sense 60 ft.  Alignment: Lawful Evil.  Skills: Diplomacy:

+9, Hide: +24, Intimidate: +26, Knowledge Religion: +22, Listen: +25, Search: +22, Sense

Motive: +23, Spot: +25, Survival: +4 (+6 following tracks).  Feats: Alertness, Blind-Fight,

Combat Reflexes, Dodge, Improved Initiative, Improved Natural Attack (Incorporeal Touch),

Mobility, Spring Attack.  Saves: Fort +5, Ref: +14, Will: +14.  Critical: Incorporeal Touch

20/x2.  Dread Wraiths are found on page 258 of the Monster Manual.

NOTES:

ENCOUNTER 2)  SNOWFLAKE OOZE (EL 5)

Development: This creature has recently moved into the area and is out looking for food.

SNOWFLAKE OOZE (1): 63 Hp’s, 6d10+30 HD, Mv: 15 ft., Climb: 5 ft., Ac:5 (-5 Dex),

Touch: 5, Flat-Footed: 5, Medium Ooze (Cold), Base Attack: +4, Grapple: +9, Space: 5 ft.,

Reach: 5 ft., Att: Slam +9 Melee, Dam: Slam 1-8 +7 plus 1-8 2d4 Cold.  Initiative: -5 (-5

Dex).  CR: 5.  Abilities:  Str: 20, Dex: 1, Con: 20, Int: -, Wis: 1, Cha: 1.  SA: Cold Aura,

Constrict for 1d8 +7 plus 2d4 Cold, Improved Grab.  SQ: Airy, Blindsight 60 ft, Immune to

Cold, Ooze Traits, Split, Vulnerable to Fire. Airy (Ex:): Since a Snowflake Ooze's physiology

is made up of a little ooze and lots of empty space, it is difficult to know where to attack.  Any

piercing melee or ranged attack directed at it has a 20% miss chance (the blow or missile just

passes harmlessly through the creature's space).  Even a True Seeing effect is useless in

determining where and how to strike the creature.  Cold Aura (Ex): A Snowflake Ooze exudes

cold.  Any creature within 5 feet of one takes ld6 points of cold damage (DC: 18 Fortitude

half).  The save DC is Constitution-based.  Split (Ex): Bludgeoning weapons deal no damage

to a snowflake ooze. Instead, the creature fractures into two identical snowflake oozes, each

with half of the original's current Hp's (round down). A snowflake ooze with 10 hit points or

less cannot be further split and dies if reduced to 0 Hp's.  Alignment: Neutral.  Skills: Climb:

+13, Hide: -5 (+7 when hiding in snow or ice).  Saves: Fort +7, Ref: -3, Will: -3.  Critical:

Slam 20/x2.  Snowflake Oozes are found on age 161 of the Monster Manual III.
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MOUNTAIN ENCOUNTERS, NIGHT (d6) (Cont)

ENCOUNTER 2)  SNOWFLAKE OOZE (EL 5) (Cont)

NOTES:

ENCOUNTER 3)  THREE WILL-O-WISPS (EL 10)

Development: These are merely looking for human prey to torment and slay.

WILL-O-WISP (3): 40 Hp’s each, 9d8 HD,  Mv:50 ft. (Perfect), Ac:29 (+1 Size, +9 Dex, +9

Deflection), Touch: 29, Flat-Footed: 20, Small Aberration, Base Attack: +6, Grapple: -3,

Space: 5 ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att: Shock +16 Melee Touch, Dam: Shock 2-16 Melee Touch. 

Initiative: +13  (+9 Dex, +4 Improved Initiative).  CR: 6.  Abilities:  Str: 1, Dex: 29, Con: 10,

Int: 15, Wis: 16, Cha: 12.  SQ: Darkvision: 60 ft, Immunity to Magic, Natural Invisibility. 

Will-o-Wisps are immune to all magic except Magic Missile and Maze.  Alignment: Chaotic 

Evil.  Skills: Bluff: +13, Diplomacy: +3, Disguise: +1 (+3 Acting), Intimidate: +3, Listen: +17,

Search: +14, Spot: +17, Survival: +3 (+5 following tracks).  Feats: Alertness, Blind-Fight,

Dodge, Improved Initiative, Weapon Finesse.  Saves: Fort +3, Ref: +12, Will: +9.  Critical:

Shock 20 /x2.  Will-O-Wisps are found on page 255 of the Monster Manual.

NOTES:

ENCOUNTER 4)  A BAND OF 21 GHOULS AND 4 GHASTS

Development: This force of Undead attacks any living group with a certain, crude degree of

stealth.

GHOULS (21): 13 Hp’s each, 2d12 HD,  Mv:30 ft., Ac:14 (+2 Dex, +2 Natural), Touch: 12,

Flat-Footed: 12, Medium Undead, Base Attack: +1, Grapple: +2, Space: 5 ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att:

Bite +3 Melee, 2 Claws +0 Melee, Dam: Bite 1-6 +1 Melee, Claws 1-3 Melee and Paralysis. 

Initiative: +2 (Dex).  CR: 1.  Abilities:  Str: 13, Dex: 15, Con: --, Int: 13, Wis: 14, Cha: 16. 

SQ: Undead, +2 turn resistance, Darkvision: 60 ft.  SA: Anyone struck must make a Fortitude

save (DC 14) or be paralyzed for 1-4 +1 Rounds.  Alignment: Chaotic Evil.  Skills: Climb:

+6, Escape Artist: +7, Hide: +7, Intuit Direction: +3, Jump: +6, Listen: +7, Move Silently: +7,

Search: +6, Spot: +7.  Feats: Multi-attack, Weapon Focus (Bite).  Saves: Fort +0, Ref: +2,

Will: +5.  Critical: Bite and Claws 20 /x2.  Ghouls are found on page 119 of the Monster

Manual.
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MOUNTAIN ENCOUNTERS, NIGHT (d6) (Cont)

ENCOUNTER 4)  A BAND OF 21 GHOULS AND 4 GHASTS (Cont)

GHASTS (4): 29 Hp’s each, 4d12 HD,  Mv:30 ft., Ac:17 (+3 Dex, +4 Natural), Touch: 12,

Flat-Footed: 14, Medium Undead, Base Attack: +2, Grapple: +5, Space: 5 ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att:

Bite +5 Melee and 2 Claws +3 Melee, Dam: Bite 1-8 +3 Melee and Paralysis and Claws 1-4

+1 Melee and Paralysis.  Initiative: +3 (+3 Dex).  CR: 3.  Abilities:  Str: 17, Dex: 17, Con: --,

Int: 13, Wis: 14, Cha: 16.  SQ: Undead, +2 turn resistance, Darkvision: 60 ft, Ghoul Fever,

Stench.  SA: Anyone bit must make a Fortitude save (DC :15) or suffer 1d3 points of

Constitution and 1d3 point of Dexterity after a days incubation period.  Anyone struck must

make a Fortitude save (DC 15) or be paralyzed for 1-4 +1 Rounds.  Anyone who comes within

10 feet of a Ghast mast make a Fortitude save (DC: 15) or be sickened for 1d6+4 minutes.

Alignment: Chaotic Evil.  Skills: Climb: +6, Escape Artist: +8, Hide: +8, Intuit Direction: +3,

Jump: +6, Listen: +8, Move Silently: +7, Search: +6, Spot: +8.  Feats: Multi-attack, Weapon

Focus (bite).  Saves: Fort +0, Ref: +2, Will: +5.  Critical: Bite and Claws 20 /x2.  Ghasts are

found on page 119 of the Monster Manual.

NOTES:

ENCOUNTER 5)  BANDIT GROUP (RAIDING)

See encounter 2-3, under foothills and plains encounters (night) above. If this force has been

met and dealt with, ignore this roll.

NOTES:

ENCOUNTER 6)  A LONE GRAY ELF

Development: This ranger, Serini Glistermane, is looking for shelter from the elements and

some companionship.  He has heard rumors of a dragon in the mountains, but believes it to be

a white dragon.  She might join the party if elves, druids, or rangers are present.
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MOUNTAIN ENCOUNTERS, NIGHT (d6) (Cont)

ENCOUNTER 6)  A LONE GRAY ELF (Cont)

FEMALE ELF RANGER (Serini Glistermane): 101 w/+2 Amulet of Health or 88 Hp’s,

13d8+26 HD, Mv: 30 ft., Ac: 19 (+1 Ring of Protection, +4 Dex, +4 for +1 Light

Fortification Studded Leather Armor) or 20 (w/Dodge), Touch: 15 (+1 Ring of Protection

+4 Dex), Flat-Footed: 15 (+1 Ring of Protection, +4 Dex), Base Att: +13; Grapple: +14, Full

Attack: Masterwork Dagger +15/+10/+5 Melee or +2 Mighty Bane Vs. Dwarves

Composite Longbow +18/+18/+13/+8 or +20/+20/+15/+10 vs. Dwarves Ranged, Dam:

Masterwork Dagger 1-4 +1 (+5 vs. Dwarves and Humans, +3 vs. Good Outsiders) Melee or

+2 Bane Vs. Dwarves Composite Longbow 1-8 +4 (+11 plus 2-12 vs. Dwarves, +9 vs.

Humans, +6 vs. Good Outsiders) Ranged. CR: 13. Abilities: Str 12 (14 w/Gauntlets of Ogre

Power), Dex 18, Con 12 (14 w/+2 Amulet of Health), Int 14, Wis 13, Cha 10.  SA: 1st

Favored Enemy [(Dwarves +4) 1st Ranger],  Track (1st Ranger), Wild Empathy +17 (1st

Ranger), Combat Style [(Archery) 2nd Ranger], Endurance (3rd Ranger),  Animal Companion

(4th Ranger), 2nd Favored Enemy [(Humans +4) 5th Ranger], Improved Combat Style (6th

Ranger), Woodland Stride (7th Ranger), Swift Tracker (8th Ranger), Evasion (9th Ranger), 3rd

Favored Enemy [(Good Outsiders +2) 10th Ranger], Combat Style Mastery (11th Ranger),

Camouflage (13th Ranger).  Alignment: Chaotic Neutral.  Skills: Handle Animal +10, Hide

+12 (+17 w/Cloak of Elvenkind), Knowledge Dungeoneering: +10, Knowledge Nature: +10,

Listen +9, Move Silently +12, Search +10, Survival +9 (+11 in aboveground natural areas or

underground).  Feats: Dodge, Endurance, Improved Critical (Long Bow), Improved Precise

Shot, Many Shot, Mobility, Point Blank Shot, Shoot on the Run, Track.  Saves: Fortitude: +7,

Reflex +12, Will: +5.  Critical: +2 Bane Vs. Dwarves Composite Longbow 19-20/x3 and

Masterwork Dagger 19-20/x2.  Languages Spoken: Common, Elven, Halfling, Sylvan. 

Serini has the following spells in memory:

1st Level (2): Long Strider, Speak w/Animals

2nd Level (1): Windwall

3rd Level (1): Cure Moderate Wounds

  Serini wears a +1 RING OF PROTECTION, a PAIR OF GAUNTLETS OF OGRE

POWER, a +2 AMULET OF HEALTH, and a CLOAK OF ELVENKIND.  Serini carries

+2 MIGHTY BANE VS. DWARVES COMPOSITE LONGBOW (STR +1), a QUIVER

OF EHLONNA, a Masterwork Dagger, and 40 Arrows.
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MOUNTAIN ENCOUNTERS, NIGHT (d6) (Cont)

ENCOUNTER 6)  A LONE GRAY ELF (Cont)

TIGER ( Lorikar): 48 Hp's, 6d8 +18 HD, Mv: 40 ft., Large Animal, Ac:14 (-1 Size, +2 Dex,

+3 Natural), Touch: 11, Flat-Footed: 12, Large Animal, Base Attack: +4, Grapple: +14, Att: 2

Claws +9 Melee and Bite +4 Melee. Dam: 2 Claws 1-8 +6 Melee and Bite 2-12 +3 Melee. 

Initiative: +2 (+2 Dex).  CR: 4.  Str: 23, Dex: 15, Con: 17, Int: 2, Wis: 12, Cha: 6.  SA:

Pounce, Improved Grab, Rake for 1-8 +3.  SQ: Low Light Vision, Scent.  Alignment: Neutral. 

Skills: Balance: +6, Hide: +3, Listen: +3, Move Silently: +9, Spot: +3, Swim: +11.  Feats:

Alertness, Improved Natural Attack (Bite), Improved Natural Attack (Claw).  Saves: Fort +8,

Ref: +7, Will: +3.  Critical: Claws and Bite 20/x2.  Tigers are found on page 281 of the

Monster Manual

NOTES:

.
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ENCOUNTER AREA A)  FORT SILAN

  The forts along the western frontier are usually only lightly manned, but are now in a state of

constant alert.  Normally only a few patrols enter the foot-hills, and rarely is a force sent high

into the mountains.  Now patrols scan the foothills much more frequently, but none have been

sent beyond until more supplies arrive.  Mountain patrolling has always been the most

hazardous of duties, as these mountains are volcanic in nature, and the knights must face

natural disasters as well as monsters and bandits.

  Fort Silan (manned by 240 soldiers and numerous support personnel) was the starting point

for Sir John’s ill-fated party, and it was where the gnomes later returned his body.  The party

has full access to the fort’s records, and the DM should give them the player’s map (shown on

page 45) at this time.  The people at the fort know nothing more than what has been told to the

party already, although they always vouch for the bravery and honesty of those lost, often

toasting and singing songs of high praise in their honor.  Rumors of the men’s fate are

discouraged, but it is generally believed that a wizard is behind their loss.

  Under no circumstances should the party be allowed to dig up Sir John’s body.  He has been

buried with great ceremony and dignity, and no one, by king’s order, is to disturb his final rest

in any way.

  The gnomes have long since left for their homes, and their tracks lead to Roaring Peak Pass

(Area B) and no further.  No knights will accompany the party any further, as they must remain

at Fort Silan as reinforcements.  The knights recommend starting the journey at Roaring Peak

Pass.

NOTES:

ENCOUNTER AREA B)  ROARING PEAK PASS

Development: This pass; easily located by traveling southwest from the Roaring Peak

volcano, was discovered long ago, but exploration wasn’t officially begun until recently.  The

missing patrol was the first major force to be sent into this area, though scouts had mapped out

the path through the mountains several years before.

NOTES:
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ENCOUNTER AREA C)  AVALANCHE

Development: This is the home of four newly arrived Galeb Duhr, two on each side of the

pass.  When the majority of the party comes within their spell-casting range, they first turn the

rock below the party into mud, and then start an avalanche when the party has just begun to

sink in.

GALEB DUHR (1):76 Hp’s, 8d8+40 HD, Mv: 10 ft., Burrow: 10 ft., Ac:22 (-3, Dex, +15

Natural), Touch: 7, Flat-Footed: 22, Medium Elemental (Earth), Base Attack: +6, Grapple: +7,

Space: 5 ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att: 2 Slams +7 Melee, Dam: 2 Slams 1-6 Melee +1 Melee. 

Initiative: -3 (-3  Dex).  CR: 9.  Abilities: Str: 13, Dex: 5, Con: 20, Int: 11, Wis: 16, Cha: 12. 

SA: Spell-Like Abilities. At will Animate Objects (Stone Only), Stone Shape.  1/Day - Move

Earth, Passwall, Transmute Rock to Mud, Wall of Stone.  Caster Level 20th; Save DC: 11 plus

spell level.   SQ: Darkvision: 60 ft, Damage Reduction 15/+1, Elemental Traits, Freeze, SR:

21, Tremorsense.  Freeze (Ex): A Galeb Duhr can hold itself so still that it appears to be a

boulder.  An observes must make a Spot Check DC: 30 to notice it is really alive. 

Tremorsense (Ex): A Galeb Duhr can automatically sense the location of anything within 300

ft. that is in contact with the ground.  Alignment: Neutral.  Skills: Concentration: +12,

Diplomacy: +3, Knowledge Geography: +7, Perform: +10 (Ballad, Chant, Sing, Story Telling,

and five others), Sense Motive: +14.  Feats: Iron Will.   Saves: Fort +11, Ref: -1, Will: +7. 

Critical: Slam 20/x2.  Galeb Duhrs are found in the Monster Manual II on page 107.

  The characters and their horses move at half-speed in the mud, and the DM must determine if

they are capable of escaping before the avalanche hits.  The rock creatures have an unlimited

supply of rocks and boulders with which to attack.  The rock creature’s treasure lies high in the

rocks, and consists of 10 (base 2,500 gp) gems, a JAR OF OIL OF SHARPNESS +2 (four

applications), and a +2 SHORT SWORD OF QUICKNESS, all from previous victims.

NOTES:

ENCOUNTER AREA D)  LAKE DERIUN

  Lake Deriun is a beautiful mountain lake formed from the melting snow, blue as the sky and

perfectly clear.  A wide, natural path follows the eastern edge of the lake, hugging the foot of

the steep mountain slopes.  Part of the lake is frozen over; if weather conditions are severe, the

entire lake is frozen solid.

  The lake is about three miles long and around half as wide.  Although the lake is perfectly

clear, the party cannot seethe bottom.  The slopes of the mountains determine its boundaries,

and it is very deep.  No source for the lake is seen, no ran obvious means of drainage. 

Actually, the lake drains through an under-ground fissure at its deepest part, into the area’s

main water table.
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ENCOUNTER AREA D)  LAKE DERIUN (Cont)

  The water is cool, refreshing, and perfectly safe.  While the party is within one mile of the

water, however, the DM should double the chances of random encounters (i.e., 2 in 6), due to

the creature-drawing effect of the water.

  If the path is searched near its western most point, a camp site is found.  A ranger or

barbarian is able to determine that about 6-8 humans and their horses camped here at least a

month ago.  This is, of course where the missing patrol knights spent a few days enjoying the

lake and its accompanying scenery.

  Immediately north of the lake is the immense shape of Mount Torch (area E), its peak capped

in smoky orange fire.  Although not as large as the Roaring Peak volcano, it still appears  quite

dangerous.  The air is occasionally filled with light ash, and low rumbling noises are

constantly heard.

NOTES:

ENCOUNTER AREA E)  MOUNT TORCH

Development: Mount Torch and Roaring Peak (see Area B) are the only active volcanos in

this area of the mountains.  Roaring Peak erupts regularly (every two or three years), but little

is known about Mount Torch.

  If the characters are on any path within two miles of Mount Torch, there is a 10% chance/day

that the mountain erupts.  This always occurs at night.  Should an eruption be indicated, read

the following to the party:

  You are awakened by a great rumbling, coming from deep within the earth below you.  Your

first suspicions are confirmed as you gaze in horror upon Mount Flame.  Red fires rise into the

night sky, and the mountain slopes appear ready to split asunder.  Glimpses of molten lava can

be seen oozing down from the snowy slopes toward you. . .  

  The party cannot outrun the lava by following the paths (unless they are camping at Area F

after defeating the fire giants there), but must climb to higher ground.  The party actually has

10 to 120 minutes before the lava reaches the very bottom of the mountain, and should have

enough time to get to a safe location.  This is not an explosive eruption, nor a particularly

dangerous one, but the DM should certainly try to scare the players.

  The eruption lasts for only an hour, and the hardening lava is cool enough to travel on by the

next evening.  The volcano does not erupt more than once during this adventure.

NOTES:
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ENCOUNTER AREA F)  THE CROSSROADS (EL 17 or better)

Development: A group of Fire Giants from the north have made camp at the junction of four

mountain paths.  They’re new to this area and are looking for a suitable place to build a fort,

despite the cold.  The volcanic activity has attracted their interest.

  The circumstances surrounding this encounter depend on what time of day or night the

characters arrive at the crossroads.  Should the party arrive just in time to camp for the

evening, the giants are cooking a young roc over a very large bonfire, throwing the scrap sand

bones to the hounds.  The hounds and the giants are not on the lookout which may give the

party the opportunity to approach undiscovered.

  If the party arrives during the daylight hours, the giants are either leaving or returning from

scouting (40% chance for each) or resting in the camp (20% chance).  If not resting, they are. 

armed and ready for immediate battle.

  If resting, the hounds are on guard, but the giants require a round to get their swords before

entering melee.  There is a 40% chance per giant that instead of grabbing his sword, he’ll

throw rocks.  There are 14 large rocks near the camp, all suitable for throwing.

FIRE GIANT LEADER (Magma): 182 Hp's, 15d8+75 HD plus 4d10 +20 (4th Level Fighter),

Mv: 30 ft.(in Full Plate Armor), Ac:27 / 28 w/ Dodge (-1 Size, +9 Natural, +8 Half Plate, +2

Ring of Force Shield), Touch: 9, Flat-Footed: 27, Large Giant (Fire), Base Att: +11, Grapple:

+25, Space: 10 ft., Reach: 10 ft., Att: +2 Great Sword +27/+22/+17/+12 Melee, Dam: +2

Great Sword 3-18 +17 Melee.  Initiative: -1 (-1 Dex).  CR: 14.  Abilities: Str: 31, Dex: 10,

Con: 21, Int: 10, Wis: 14, Cha: 11.  SA: Throw Rocks.  SQ: Immune to Fire, Low-Light

Vision, Rock Catching, Vulnerability to Cold.  Alignment: Lawful Evil.  Skills: Climb: +19,

Craft (Armor Smithing): +6, Intimidate: +6, Jump: +9, Spot: +14.  Feats: Cleave, Great

Cleave, Dodge, Improved Critical (Great Sword), Improved Overrun, Improved Sunder, Iron

Will, Power Attack Weapon Focus (Great Sword), Weapon Specialization (Great Sword) . 

Saves: Fort +18, Ref: +5, Will: +10.  Critical: +1 Great Sword 17-20/x2.  Magma wears a

RING OF FORCE SHIELD,  is dressed in a suit of Full-Plate Armor, and is armed with a +2

GREAT SWORD.  Fire Giants are found on page 121 of the Monster Manual.

FIRE GIANTS (5): 142 Hp's each, 15d8+75 HD, Mv: 30 ft.(in Half Plate Armor), Ac:23 (-1

Size, -1 Dex, +9 Natural, +7  Half Plate), Touch: 8, Flat-Footed: 23, Large Giant (Fire), Base

Att: +11, Grapple: +25, Space: 10 ft., Reach: 10 ft., Att: Great Sword +20/+15/+10 Melee,

Dam: Great Sword 3-18 +15 Melee.  Initiative: -1 (-1 Dex).  CR: 10.  Abilities: Str: 31, Dex:

9, Con: 21, Int: 10, Wis: 14, Cha: 11.  SA: Throw Rocks.  SQ: Immune to Fire, Low-Light

Vision, Rock Catching, Vulnerability to Cold.  Alignment: Lawful Evil.  Skills: Climb: +9,

Craft (Armor Smithing): +6, Intimidate: +6, Jump: +9, Spot: +14.  Feats: Cleave, Great

Cleave, Improved Overrun, Improved Sunder, Iron Will, Power Attack.  Saves: Fort +14, Ref:

+4, Will: +9.  Critical: Great Sword 19- 20/x2.  Each is dressed in a suit of Half-Plate Armor

and is armed with a Great Sword.  Fire Giants are found on page 121 of the Monster Manual.
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ENCOUNTER AREA F)  THE CROSSROADS EL 17 or better) (Cont)

The giants possess the following treasure: 

Giant #1: A belt pouch containing 300 pp and a ruby (3,000 gp base), two golden armbands

worth 800 gp each, and a +1 Great Sword.

Giant #2: A belt pouch containing 200 pp and a ruby (2,000 gp base), two, golden armbands

worth 600 gp each, and a SCARAB OF PROTECTION (six lcharges remaining) as a brooch

on a silver necklace (worth 100 gp) around his neck.

Giant #3: A belt pouch containing 200 pp and a diamond (2,500 gp base), and two golden

armbands worth 500 gp each.

Giant #4: A belt pouch containing100 pp and an emerald (1,500 gp base), two silver armbands

worth 200 gp each, and a SCROLL OF PROTECTION FROM WATER ELEMENTALS

in a hollowed-out bone hanging from his waist.

Giant #5: A belt pouch containing 100 pp and a diamond (base 1,000 gp), and a pair of silver

armbands worth 200 gp each.

Giant #6: A belt pouch containing 100 pp, and two iron armbands worth 50 gp each. 

HELL HOUNDS (2): 22 Hp’s each, 4d8+24 HD, Mv:40 ft, Ac:16 (+1 Dex, +5 Natural),

Touch: 11, Flat-Footed: 15, Medium Outsider (Evil, Extraplanar, Fire), Base Attack: +4,

Grapple: +5, Space: 5 ft. Reach: 5 ft., Att: Bite +5 Melee, Dam: Bite 1-8 +1 plus 1d6 Fire 

Melee.  Initiative: +5 (+1 Dex, +4 Improved Initiative).  CR: 3.  Abilities: Str: 13, Dex: 13,

Con: 13, Int: 6, Wis: 10, Cha: 6.  SA: Breathe Weapon Fiery Bite.  Breathe Weapon (Su): 10

ft. every 2-8 rounds, delivers 3d6 of Fire damage (Reflex save DC: 21 for half damage).  SQ:

Darkvision: 60 ft, Immune to Fire, Scent, Vulnerable to Code.  Alignment: Lawful Evil. 

Skills: Hide: +13, Jump: +12,  Listen +7, Move Silently: +13, Spot +7, Survival: +7.  Feats:

Improved Initiative, Run, Track.  Saves: Fort +5, Ref: +5, Will: +4.  Critical: Bite 20/x2.  Hell

Hounds are found on page 152 of the Monster Manual.

  The square camp contains large bonfires in each of its four corners and one giant bonfire in

the very center. Six rough beds lie within the confines of the fires. Some backpacks contain the

cured flesh of various creatures, kegs of very strong ale, and regular clothing. If the party tries

to determine whether the giants are, responsible for the disappearance of the patrol, it is noted

that the giants have obviously been here for only a very short while, two weeks at the most.  

They would never have encountered the knights at all.

NOTES:
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ENCOUNTER AREA G)  THE WOLFWERE

From far ahead of you, the usually still mountain air gives way to the sounds of music.  As

you carefully round the next bend, a young man dressed in brightly colored furs dances down the

trail towards you.  Strumming a small lute like instrument, he’s oblivious to your presence.

Development: The pass here is watched by a wolfwere and his pack of eight winter wolves.  

  The wolfwere, Liscales, is a wandering soul, constantly in search of innocent victims.  He has

control over a pack of winter wolves and always has them follow within whistling range (it

requires only one round for them to arrive).  If the party obviously appears good in alignment

(e.g., displays numerous good holy symbols prominently) or very powerful, he does not stay

but dances right on past.  He then follows the party and returns during the night, singing while

the wolves attack.

  If the party appears vulnerable to deception, he masquerades as a wandering bard and tries to

join the party.  He tires to steal as many magical items and wreak as much havoc as possible. 

If allowed a watch duty during the night, he’ll sing the characters to sleep and slip in his slow

song to boot.  He then tries to kill the sleeping adventurers and, if discovered, lets the winter

wolves do the rest.

  If the battle ever begins going badly for Liscales, or he is discovered, he’ll slow the party and

change into wolf form, hopefully outrunning any pursuers, never to return (wolfwere: AC 3;

MV 15"; HD 5 + 1; hp 40; #AT 1 or 2;8 Dmg 2-12 and by weapon type; SA singing ,brings on

lethargy; SD cold-iron or + 1 (or better) weapon required to hit; MR 10%; AL CE).  His

follower will take after him if he leaves (eight winterwolves: AC 5; MV 18"; HD 6; hp 40

each; #AT 1; Dmg 2-8; SA frosty breath;8AL NE).  

  Liscales possesses a long sword +2, which.  hangs from his belt, and a potion of fire

resistance.  He carries 100 pp and a base 4,900 gp gem in a small pouch.  He is actually a very

fine musician and his lute is made of the-finest woods, inlaid with silver (up to 500 gp value to

a collector or bard).

  If captured, Liscales can only be, made to talk if threatened with death.  Here calls seeing the

lost patrol, but did not follow them out of a sense of respect for the military or so he says.  In

actuality, he saw a large flying shape in the distance to the east, in the direction in which the

patrol was heading.  He prudently let the patrol leave.  This information can only be gained by

ESP.
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ENCOUNTER AREA G)  THE WOLFWERE (Cont)

WINTER WOLVES (8): 51 Hp’s each, 6d10+18 HD, Mv: 50 ft., Ac:15 (-1 Size, +1 Dex, +5

Natural), Touch: 10, Flat-Footed: 14, Large Magical Beast (Cold), Base Att: +6, Grapple: +14,

Space: 10 ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att: Bite +9 Melee, Dam: Bite: 1-8 +6 Melee plus 1-6 Cold. 

Initiative: +5 (+1 Dex, +4 Improved Initiative).  CR: 5.  Abilities: Str: 18, Dex: 13, Con: 16,

Int: 9, Wis: 13, Cha: 10.  SA: Breath Weapon, Freezing Bite, Trip.  SQ: Darkvision 60 ft.,

Scent, Immune to Cold, Low-Light Vision, Vulnerable to Fire.  Alignment: Neutral Evil. 

Skills: Hide: -1, Listen: +6, Move Silently: +7, Spot: +6, Survival: +1.  Feats: Alertness,

Improved Initiative, Track.  Saves: Fort +8, Ref: +7, Will: +6.  Critical: Bite 20/x2.  Winter

Wolves are found on page 256 of the Monster Manual.

NOTES:

ENCOUNTER AREA H)  THE ROCKY PASS

Development: The party comes to an intersection with another small, rocky, snow-covered

pass through the cliffs, winding steeply up the face of a mountain to the north, Flame’s

Mountain.  The main mountain path continues to the east, bypassing the mountain.  The

narrower path leads directly to Area I.  If the characters search here for 10 minutes or so they

may find (Search DC: 12) a dead horse (with a broken leg) in the snow.  The horse’s packs

contain food, tools, and a carefully drawn map showing the patrol’s route.  The writing is

smeared and blurred by the melting snow, but it is definitely similar to the map the party

received at Fort Silan.

  The horse was killed when the storm hit the knights, several weeks ago.  The knights, having

lost their map, subsequently took a wrong turn and found themselves at the Lake Haven (Area

I).

NOTES:
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ENCOUNTER AREA I)  THE LAKE HAVEN

Development: This area is depicted on the map on page 51; numbered area references are

shown on the map itself.

  Flame’s home is in a crater at the top of a long-dormant volcano (called Flame’s Mountain by

the dragon, of course).  The crater contains a lake filled with magma-heated water rising from

old lava vents (see Area 6).  This hot springs keeps the air within the crater a humid but

comfortable 75° F, while the snow-bound slopes surrounding the mountain peak usually

remain well below the freezing point.  There is no chance whatsoever that Flame’s Mountain

will erupt.

 One hundred forty years ago, before Flame’s arrival here, a young wizard named Uthion built

a tower in the center of this crater, using the lake as a moat.  He lived happily and bothered no

one except those evil enough to warrant his attention.  Most of his experiments dealt with

creating larger versions of otherwise normal creatures (see Area 3).

  Twenty years later, while Flame was out searching for food, the dragon found the secret lake

and decided to lair there.  Flame watched, waited, and, after learning enough about Uthion,

attacked.  Flame landed in the lake beside the tower and used the considerable might dragons

possess to push the structure over into the eastern crater wall.  Unfortunately for Uthion,

Flame’s plan succeeded and the wizard was killed by falling debris, believing to the end that

the volcano had erupted.  Flame decided that it was now time to make this crater into a new

home.

  Shortly, Flame found an old lava vent on the western slope of the mountain and followed it

down into a large set of ancient magma chambers.  With some effort, Flame turned this into a

new lair.

  Later, a few unfortunate gnomes were used to expand another vent on the inner side of the

crater into a human-sized tunnel, and to build the portcullis/pit trap found there (see Area 4a). 

The giant creatures in the water serve as an abundant source of food, and Flame is quite

satisfied with this new home, preferring to remain here until Tiamat calls.

  Flame originally came from far to the west of these mountains, and often returns there when

in the mood for pillaging.  Until recently, there wasn’t enough food (i.e., people) to the east to

be worth raiding.  Now that men have arrived on the frontier, Flame plans to become a major

threat to the entire eastern kingdom.

  If any characters fly in the vicinity of area 4a, there is a 65% chance per turn that Flame sees

them and learns of the party’s presence.  Note, too, that Flame has a Rod of Alertness to tell

of any thieves in the vicinity (see Area 4) and possesses an Amulet of Proof Against

Detection and Location which prevents all scrying, etc.

NOTES:
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AREA 1)  BETWEEN THE CLIFFS

Passing between the cliffs, the stinging cold gives way to pleasant, humid warmth.  Before

you lies a large lake, mist rising from its unbroken surface.  Around the edges to the west of you,

a black beach of volcanic sand leads to a path rising high into the cliffs.  Something catches your

eye to the north and you strain to see through the fog.  As the mists part along the water, a

disturbing sight is revealed.  A solitary tower is lying, off its base, against the east wall of the

crater - its once smooth stone walls cracked and crumbling in a lake that must have once served

as its moat.  The remains of a drawbridge lead from the beach to the ruined tower.

  If one of the characters should ascend to get a better view of the crater, he should be told of

the hot springs to the northeast (Area 6) and the cave in the cliffs to the northwest (Area 4). 

There is a 20% chance of spotting movement in the lake (Area 3), and there is also a 65%

chance that Flame spots someone and begins setting the trap (Area 4).

  If anyone bothers to check for tracks, he finds enough to indicate that about 6-8 humans (or

humanoids) and as many horses were here some weeks ago.

  These are the tracks of the missing patrol knights.  The tracks abruptly scatter in all directions

near Area 2 and show signs of flight and struggle, but the prints are unclear and have been

damaged by an unknown agency.   Bloodstains cover the area, but no bones or other remains

are left.  (Flame was very thorough in cleaning up after the knights.)

NOTES:

AREA 2)  FALLEN DRAWBRIDGE

  The drawbridge is relatively sturdy, though it is partially covered with slime and a bit

slippery.  One character may travel to the tower every three rounds, but must roll his dexterity

or less on a d20 to avoid falling into the water (Area 5.  below).  If more than one character

tries to cross at the same time, the DM should warn them that the bridge appears to be giving

way and begins to wobble.  If the other characters don’t withdraw, the drawbridge collapses

into the lake on  the following round.

  Any character who falls into the waters draws the attention of the crocodiles, which attack

immediately (see Area 3).  Otherwise, there is only a 5% chance per character crossing that the

crocodiles notice them.

  Characters may, if able, fly across without worrying about the crocodiles, but Flame may see

them instead (see Area 4).  Remember to inform the character doing so about the other visible

features of the crater.

  Characters who use the drawbridge arrive on the outer surface of tower level 3 (adjacent to

Room 5J).
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AREA 3)  CRATER LAKE

Development: This is a beautiful heated lake formed when hot water forced its way up

through the old lava vents and filled the crater.  Uthion found this lake many years ago and

chose to settle in this spot for its seclusion and built-in protections.  He filled the lake with

crocodiles and fish to provide protection for himself, and he performed a number of

experiments on them.  Characters who take the time to investigate its depths find many

enlarged, reduced, and mutated fish, all harmless.  However, there are, also a large number of

regular and giant crocodiles which are not harmless in the least.  These include 20 normal

crocodiles and six giant crocodiles.

CROCODILES (20): 22 Hp's each, 3d8+9 HD, Mv: 20 ft., Swim: 30 ft., Ac:15 (+1 Dex, +4

Natural), Touch: 11, Flat-Footed: 14, Medium Animal, Base Attack: +2, Grapple: +6, Space: 5

ft., Reach: 5 ft., Att:  Bite +6 Melee or Tail Slap +6 Melee, Dam: Bite 1d8 +6 Melee or Tail

Slap 1-12 +6 Melee.  Initiative: +1 (Dex).  CR: 2.  Abilities: Str: 19, Dex: 12, Con: 17, Int: 1,

Wis: 12, Cha: 2.  Alignment: Neutral.  SA: Improved Grab.  SQ: Low-Light Vision, Hold

Breath.  Skills: Hide: +10, Listen: +4, Spot: +4, Swim: +12.  Feats: Alertness, Skill Focus

(Hide).  Saves: Fort +6, Ref: +4, Will: +2.  Critical: Bite and Tail Slap 20/x2.  Crocodiles are

found on page 271 of the Monster Manual.

GIANT CROCODILES (6): 59 Hp's each, 7d8+28 HD, Mv: 20 ft., Swim: 30 ft., Ac:16 (-2

Size, +1 Dex, +7 Natural), Touch: 9, Flat-Footed: 15, Huge Animal, Base Attack: +5, Grapple:

+21, Space: 15 ft., Reach: 10 ft., Att: Bite +11 Melee or Tail Slap +11 Melee, Dam: Bite 2d16

+12  Melee or Tail Slap 1d12 +12 Melee.  Initiative: +1 (+1 Dex).  CR: 4.  Abilities: Str: 27,

Dex: 12, Con: 19, Int: 1, Wis: 12, Cha: 2.  Alignment: Neutral.  SA: Improved Grab.  SQ:

Hold Breath, Low-Light Vision.  Skills: Hide: +11, Listen: +5, Spot: +5, Swim: +16.  Feats:

Alertness,  Endurance, Skill Focus (Hide).  Saves: Fort +9, Ref: +6, Will: +3.  Critical: Bite

and Tail Slap 20/x2.  Giant Crocodiles are found on page 269 of the Monster Manual.

  If anybody enters the water, he is attacked by 2-5 crocodiles per round, with a 20% chance

that one is of the giant variety.  Note the problems with underwater combat and spell use (see

DMG, pages 55-7, and Unearthed Arcana, pages 81-2).

  The depth of the lake varies from 30 ft near the tower to 90 ft at its greatest depth.  The depth

near the drawbridge is a smooth gradation from 5-30 ft, from the southern shore to the tower. 

At the bottom of the lake, just to the west of the tower’s base, two large oval depressions can

be seen (if one is underwater).

  These were made a 120 years ago by Flame’s rear feet when Flame pushed Uthion’s tower

into the eastern wall. 

  Also, at the deepest part of the lake (near the northwest corner), there is a small pile of

treasure that has fallen from Flame’s cave above (see Area 4).  The treasure includes a RING

OF WARMTH, small ivory statue of a unicorn (100 gp), six gems (100 gp, 150 gp, 200 gp,

500 gp, 500, and 2000 gp), 67 pp, 156  gp, 403 sp, and 4,476 cp.
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NOTES:

AREA 4)  FLAME’S LAIR (EL 21)

Development: This area. is the actual lair of Flame, a the Very Old Red Dragon.  Flame is

very intelligent and has had-much experience with magic.  An encounter with this monster

won’t be the usual hack-and-slash battle.  Flame’s lair is protected by an Alarm spell that he

casts daily.

RED DRAGON, VERY OLD (Flame): 449 Hp's, 31d12+248 HD, Mv: 40 ft., Fly: 200 ft.

(Clumsy), Ac:44 (-4 Size, +33 Natural), Touch: 6, Flat-Footed: 36, Gargantuan Dragon (Fire),

Base Attack: +31, Grapple: +56, Space: 20 ft., Reach: 15 ft. (Bite 20 ft.), Att: Bite +40 Melee,

2 Claws: +35 Melee, 2 Wing Buffs: +25 Melee, Tail Slap: +35 Melee, Dam: Bite: 4-24 +13

Melee, 2 Claws: 2-16 + 6 Melee, 2 Wing Buffs: 2-12 +6 Melee, Tail Slap: 2-16 +19. 

Initiative: +4 (+4 Improved Initiative).  CR: 21.  Abilities: Str: 37, Dex: 10, Con: 27, Int: 22,

Wis: 23, Cha: 22.  SA: Breath Weapon, Crush, Frightful Presence, Resistance to Fire, Shake

Victim, Spell-Like abilities, Spells, Vulnerable to Cold.  Breath Weapon(Ex): 60 ft. long 30 ft

wide cone that delivers 18d10 of Fire damage (Reflex save DC: 33).  Frightful Presence (Ex):

270 ft. Radius Will save DC: 29 Negates.  Shake Victims (Ex): When Flame makes a

successful Bite attack, it can attempt to grab it’s victim on a successful Grapple Check. 

Grappled victims may be shaken in his mouth as a standard action.  Shaken victims must make

a fortitude save DC: 15 plus damage sustained by the bite of be knocked unconscious for 1-4

minutes.  Unconscious victims may be eaten as a standard action.  Spell-Like Abilities (Ex):

Locate Object at will, Suggestion 3/day.  SQ: Dark Vision 120 ft., Low-Light Vision, Immune

to Sleep and Paralysis.  DR: 15/ +Magic, SR: 25.  Alignment: Chaotic Evil.  Skills: Appraise:

+31, Bluff: +37, Concentration: +28, Craft (Trap Making): 18, Hide: +2, Intimidate: +39,

Knowledge Arcana: +31, Knowledge Local: +31, Knowledge Religion: +31, Listen: +37,

Search: +27, Sense Motive: +37, Spellcraft: +39, Spot: +37, Use Magic Device: +22.  Feats:

Awesome Blow, Flyby Attack, Cleave, Great Cleave, Improved Bull Rush, Improved Grab,

Improved Initiative, Iron Will, Lightning Reflexes, Power Attack, Snatch, Wingover.  Saves:

Fort +29, Ref: +21, Will: +29.  Critical: Bite 19-20/x2, Claw, Wings, Tail Slap 20/x2.  Red

Dragons are found on page 77 of the Monster Manual.  Flame’s spell casting capability is that

of a 13th Level Wizard, his spell save is DC: 16 plus spell level.  Flame has the following

spells in memory:

0 Level (4): Resist, Detect Magic, Read Magic, Ghost Sound

1st Level (6): Alarm*, Endure Elements*, Disguise Self, Mage Armor, Shield, True Strike

2nd Level (6): Blur, False Life, Invisibility, Protection from Arrows, Resist Energy, See

Invisibility
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1rd Level (5): Dispel Magic, Haste, Heroism, Protection from Energy, Slow

4th Level (5): Dimension Door, Fire Shield, Hallucinatory Terrain, Greater Invisibility, Stone

Skin 

5th Level (4): Dominate Person, Prying Eyes, Teleport, Wall of Force

6th Level (3): Contingency, Greater Heroism, True Seeing 

7th Level (2): Bigby’s Grasping Hand, Greater Teleport

  Flame possesses the following magical items: A NECKLACE OF FROST RESISTANCE

(as per a Cube of Frost Resistance) worn as a ring on a left fore claw; a BROACH OF

SHIELDING (54 charges) worn as a ring on a right fore claw; an AMULET OF PROOF

AGAINST DETECTION AND LOCATION around its neck on a platinum chain (value

2,500 gp); a ROD OF ALERTNESS (21 charges) planted securely under a ledge inside the

cave, and an IOUN STONE (Sustain without air), made invisible and whirling around its

head.

  Flame has learned how to use all of these items through many years of magical research. 

Many of these spells and items formerly- belonged to Uthion (see Area 5).  Flame's lair is

further detailed below.

NOTES:
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AREA 4)  FLAME’S LAIR (Cont)

AREA 4A)  WESTERN LAIR ENTRANCE

The cave you saw from below is obviously nothing of the sort.  The smooth walls and

squared corners indicate the work of skilled craftsmen.  A shiny, black stone corridor leads deep

into the mountain.  It extends, perfectly straight, as far as the eye can see.

Development: Assuming that the scenario above is in effect, read the description to the

players when the characters reach the top of the path and look into the cave.

  This entrance was shaped by captured deep gnomes many years ago.  A dwarf has a normal

chance of detecting that the corridor slopes downward slightly, and a dwarf or gnome can

immediately tell the shaft is similar to gnomish work.  The corridor contains one combination

portcullis/pit trap which is activated by a lever found in the main cave (Area 4b).  The pit is 20

ft. deep, but tilted to the east so characters only take 1-6 Hp’s falling damage.  The portcullis

has a built-in jamming mechanism that activates when it has fully fallen.  This means that the

Strength Check require to lift the Portcullis is 29 instead of 25.  A rogue may use his climb

walls skill with his find/remove traps skills to remove the locking mechanism.  The player

characters attempting to pass by the portcullis should declare whether they are attempting to

bend bars (at normal chances for success) or lift the gate, since there is a definite difference. 

Every action made now is likely to be very important. . . .

  It is unlikely that the party learns of Flame’s presence before Flame learns of theirs, due to

the numerous advantages(magical and otherwise) that he has over them.  Flame is 20% likely

to be asleep when the party arrives, but awakens at the sound of any noise in area 4a (or any

extremely loud shouts, explosions, horns blowing, etc.).  If not asleep, Flame is 65% likely to

be looking out from Area 4b, wishing for a snack, and 15% likely to be else wherein the lair or

in the immediate vicinity of the lake.  The DM may, of course, determine Flame’s location

before hand without die-rolling.  If Flame can act before the characters enter the cave, the

following scenario is suggested:

• Flame first casts the Hallucinatory Terrain spell in order to make it appear as though the

corridor (Area 4a) continues on past its normal bounds. This should allow any light source

used by the party to reveal nothing but corridor, corridor, and more corridor.  Flame might

also cast ESP at this point.
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• When a few party members have passed by the portcullis trap, Flame pulls the trap

activation lever (Area 4b).  The portcullis then falls, and the front characters must declare

whether they are jumping ahead or behind the portcullis.  They must also roll their

dexterity or less on a d20 or be spiked by the sharpened gate for 2-16 Hp’s damage,

becoming pinned beneath the portcullis.

  A pinned character may free himself with a normal lift gates roll since the locking

mechanism can only activate if the gate reaches all the way to the ground.

  At the same time that the portcullis falls, a pit opens up underneath those members in the

middle and rear (DM’s discretion) of the party.  Characters over the pit area fall down the

shaft and take 1-6 Hp’s damage.  Characters near the rear of the party might be allowed to

jump backwards (requiring a roll of dexterity or less on a d20) when they hear the

portcullis falling, thereby avoiding the pit trap by sheer instinct.

• The next round, while the party members are recovering and pondering their respective

predicaments, Flame sends a blast of fire (breath weapon) down the corridor (dispelling the

Hallucinatory Terrain spell).  All party members are affected, since the corridor and pit

were specifically designed for such a maneuver.  (DM’s option: Those in the pit take only

half damage from the blast, saving for one-quarter damage).

• What happens next depends on the situation after the first two rounds, and the relative

strengths and motivations of the party members.  Should the characters in front of the

portcullis (most likely the fighter-types) battle the dragon immediately and risk death, or

should they aid their fellow party members and risk another breath weapon attack in the

following round?  What can the characters in the pit do but escape?  What can the party

members in the rear do?

Assuming that there is at least one cavalier in the party, the fighters might attack Flame. 

This is initially very good for the party, because Flame retreats to the rear of the main cave

(Area 4b), grabbing the Rod of Alertness with afore claw and holding it there during the

battle.  This means that the characters in the pit and beyond are unaffected by any further

melee for now.  But the fighters, on the other hand, must defeat Flame alone, and this is

very difficult.  Their first problem is how to get within attack range.  The only ways of

reaching the rear of the cave are:

a. To jump or fall 30 ft. down to the chamber floor and run to the dragon (note falling

damage and at least one round of movement);

b. To run along one of the two ledges along the north and south walls (at least one round

of movement); or,

c. To use a Fly spell or other magical means.
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  Meanwhile, Flame acts.  If the characters in front remain together and still appear to pose a

major threat (e.g., Flame sees three armored knights with glowing weapons), Flame uses a

breath weapon again.  If the characters have split up or appear weakened, Flame casts Haste on

itself and attacks physically.  Also note the possible uses of Flame’s other offensive spells:

Slow, Magic  Missile, and Polymorph Other.

  If Flame defeats the first group, and the rest of the party attacks and appears powerful (e.g.,

lots of magic issued, incredible strength is displayed in raising the gate, etc.), the dragon will

retreat to the sleeping cave (Area 4c), block up the-entrance with a large rock and the weight

of the dragon’s own body, and recuperate there.  No amount of physical force exerted from the

other side could possibly clear this entrance.  Flame remains on guard, however, against any

magic-users who breech this barrier (remember ESP).

  Flame is very intelligent and extremely cunning.  The breath weapon is Flame’s most

powerful attack, and Flame’s life is the dragon’s most prized possession.  If Flame’s life is 

severely threatened, another escape attempt is made by flying over, past, or through the

characters and into the sleeping cave (Area 4c).  The dragon then blocks the entrance, casts

invisibility on its body, and escapes out the, back door, (Area 4e).  Flame has no problem

forcing a way through the characters unless they are capable of holding back many tons of

flying monster flesh.  However, each character is allowed one free attack at + 2 .to hit.  (if

within melee range) or one spell attack of less than three segments casting time as the dragon

flees.

  Should the fighters remain to aid their party members, and the party is obviously very

powerful, Flame uses a breath weapon again.  Flame’s intention is to split the party up and

deal with each group individually.

  If the characters happen to give up, they are instructed to drop all their belongings over the

edge, including all clothing.  The dragon then casts Haste on itself and eats them anyway. 

Flame won’t breath on them again unless necessary (It spoils the taste.).  If these characters are

somehow able to defeat Flame bare-handed after their items are removed, they will have

accomplished quite a feat.

  If the characters win, the treasure is theirs, with a few hitches, of course.  It possible that

Flame’s body blocks the entrance to the rest of the lair, requiring many hours to remove.  Even

after removing the body, the amount of treasure is tremendous and requires many weeks to

catalog, identify, and haul away.

NOTES:
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AREA 4B)  MAIN CHAMBER

This rather large chamber was formed when the volcano cooled.  The charcoal-black walls are

rough in places and glasslike in others.  A relatively large hole lies to the south and leads to

Flame’s sleeping chamber (Area 4c).  A ledge runs around the chamber at the same level as the

small eastern entrance (Area 4a).  The floor of the chamber is 30 ft. below the east entrance

and the ledges.  A lever that operates the portcullis/pit trap in Area 4a is placed about 10 ft.

below the easternmost ledge, out of reach of normal characters either on the ledge or on the

floor of this chamber.  Indeed, characters are unable to see the lever at all until they advance

further into the room.

NOTES:

AREA 4C)  SLEEPING CHAMBER

You enter the chamber to see what was obviously the sleeping chamber for the great dragon.

Tons of assorted clothes, furs, and cloth lie heaped on the ground, fully 20 ft. thick at its deepest

point. You can’t help but think about all the beings that have been slain just to make this beast’s 

bed.  A large headboard, that appears to be made from the outer wall of a house, has the word

Flame. crudely burned into it.  An incredibly large rock lies next to the north entrance, and the

glint of gold comes from the opening to the west.

Development: This is Flame’s main sleeping chamber.  Most of the clothes and furs are

permanently soiled and useless, but some are still valuable (to a total of 2,000 gp worth). 

Deep within the mound, in the southeast corner, a ROBE OF BLENDING is buried.  Note

that a Detect Magic spell does not immediately reveal its presence, but the robe’s undamaged

and unsoiled condition may give the party a clue as to its true nature.

NOTES:

AREA 4D)  TREASURE CHAMBER

At last, you see the treasure of treasures, the dragon’s hoard.  The ransom of a king pales in

comparison.  The incredible might and ancient age of the dragon becomes apparent as you try to

drink in the hundreds of contrasting period pieces.  An imperial coach rests atop a massive pile of

coins, its strong box precariously balanced on the roof.  Even from this distance, you can see a

pile of jewelry within.  Now your eye catches a silver-tipped beam of wood jutting away from

you.  You follow it back to its source and see the entire hull of a merchants’ ship on one side of

the cave.  Scarred and battered, it lies tilted toward you with its masts broken off. 
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Out of the ruptured hull spill the jewels of a thousand royal houses.  Hundreds of similarly

interesting artifacts duel for your attention.  For a few moments, the sheer immensity of wealth

holds you in a trance.

  Besides the items on the dragon’s body (note that the Ioun Stone is invisible), Flame’s

treasure is considerable and contains adventures in itself.  A general overview of the treasure

follows, which should be developed in more detail by the DM.  The hoard is large, but the

risks in getting it are also great, and the chances that all of the treasure can be recovered are

low.

  A MAUL OF THE TITANS can be found underneath a pile of ruined Dwarven possessions

and fire giant bones.  A CLOAK OF FIRE RESISTANCE (as per the ring) is beneath an

EVERBURNING BRAZIER.  The cloak is bright red and floor-length, embroidered in

silver, with a hardened hood in the shape and color of a silver helmet with eye slits.  A RING

OF SWIMMING that Flame often used when,.fishing, sits atop a Glass Steel aquarium

(worth 1,200 gp) filled with 9,300 sp, 16 silver throwing daggers (worth 50 gp each), and eight

miniature figures of goldfish made from solid gold (200 gp each).

  A pot of gold sits atop a pile of little bones (an ex-leprechaun).  This silver pot with a

shamrock pattern of semiprecious emeralds does not radiate magic, but if 100 gp is placed

within, the pot glows and a rainbow springs forth.  The rainbow is 20% likely to attract 1-4

other leprechauns.  The disposition of the leprechauns depends entirely on the alignment of the

user.  They always take the 100 gp as payment for their trouble, however.  The pot can only be

used once per day (value: nil xp, 2,000 gp).

  In a separate pile of bones, armor, and weapons is a small travel log.  Further investigation

reveals that the remains are those of the six missing patrol knights, along with their riding

saddles, tack, and saddlebags.  The log mentions all of the geographical features along the

party’s route, minor monsters encountered and slain, the account of a sudden winter storm, and

the subsequent finding of the lake.  The last entry describes the area in detail, and then leaves

off with the knights heading for the drawbridge and tower.  The scribbled word “DRAGO” 

ends the account.

  Three suits of +1 BREAST PLATE, a +4 DAGGER, a +2 BATTLE AXE, and a +3

TOWER  SHIELD, +4 VS.  MISSILES lie among the bones of the lost knights.

  A CURSED GREAT SWORD -2 lies by the remains of a ranger who thought he was

wielding a weapon of great power.  The sword functions as a +2 weapon in the hands of any

reptilian being.  The ranger’s belt has a secret compartment inside in which a platinum-wire

garrote (50 gp) is hidden.
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  A large platinum chess set (valued at 12,000 gp) sits atop a table, obviously in mid-play.  The

pieces are shaped in the forms of various creatures of good and evil.  Flame often played chess

against himself or captives, but he ate those who beat him.  

ROYAL CARRIAGE: The royal carriage is made of oak, inlaid with gold, silver, jade, and

mother-of-pearl.  On top of the carriage is a large chest containing a diamond-studded tiara,

valued at 23,000 gp, and 122 (base 100 gp) gems.  Inside the coach is a matching scepter of

solid electrum, with a 10,000 gp diamond at the head (total value 22,500 gp).  The carriage

itself is worth 25,000 gp.

MERCHANT SHIP: The ship is called the Scorpion.  It is a slightly crushed, medium

merchant ship, once used by pirates to the east.  It requires 7,000 gp of repairs, but can be sold

for 30,000 gp when fully operational.  Pouring out from the ruptured hull and merging with the

dragon’s larger hoard are 127,000 sp, 16,772 ep, and 1,221 pp, with 17 crates of silks

(weighing 30 lbs each) worth 250 gp a piece, and four crates of spices worth 550 gp each

(weighing 22 lbs apiece).

  Inside the ship can be found many artifacts of pirate life, including a treasure map showing

the location of a great treasure (actually false, but it makes for a nice wild goose chase).  The

captain’s papers reveal important data about the pirate’s raids.  The captain himself was a

source of intrigue, the infamous Jalussa the Merciless, who disappeared over a decade ago.  If

the party investigates this topic in a nearby port, it discovers that there is still a reward out for

his capture or information on his whereabouts, dead or alive.  The reward, including 10 years

back interest, now stands at 10,000 gp.

  Should the papers of this ship be examined closely, the party finds records of numerous 

transactions with slavers and a log detailing Jalussa’s exploits.  A further search of the ship

reveals 2,000 gp worth of royal clothing sized for a young boy in a footlocker, and certain

other documents prove conclusively that Jalussa was behind the young prince’s disappearance. 

One bill of sale is obviously for the young prince and reveals the buyer and location of the

transaction (10 years ago, however).

  Beside the ship are 12 chunks of adamantine stolen from a Dwarven mine to the far

southwest.  They each weigh 30 lbs on the average, and are pure enough that a highly skilled

blacksmith or armorer can fashion them into items capable of holding a + 5 enchantment.  The

adamantine is worth up to 7,000 per chunk to the right buyer.
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ENCOUNTER AREA I)  THE LAKE HAVEN (Cont)

AREA 4)  FLAME’S LAIR (Cont)

AREA 4D)  TREASURE CHAMBER (Cont)

  Flame was able to learn a number of spells and has created and kept regular spell books

containing the following magic-user spells:

! 0 Level: Acid Splash, Arcane Mark, Dancing Lights, Daze, Detect Poison, Detect Magic,

Disrupt Undead, Flare, Ghost Sound, Light, Mage Hand, Mending, Message, Open/Close,

Prestidigitation, Ray of Frost, Read Magic, Resistance, Touch of Fatigue, 

! 1st Level: Alarm, Disguise Self, Invisibility, Identify, Mage Armor, Magic Missile,

Protection from Good, Shield

! 2nd Level: Alter Self, Blur, Detect Thoughts, False Life, invisibility,  Mirror Image,

Protection from Arrows, Resist Energy  

! 3rd Level: Arcane Sight, Displacement, Dispel Magic, Haste, Heroism, Protection from

Energy, Slow

! 4th Level: Arcane Eye, Dimension Door, Greater Invisibility, Hallucinatory Terrain, Stone

Skin

! 5th Level: Baleful Polymorph, Prying Eyes, Teleport, Wall of Force 

! 6th Level: Acid Fog, Greater Heroism, True Seeing 

! 7th Level: Bigby’s Grasping Hand, Mordenkainen’s Sword

   These seven books (one per spell level) are wrapped in a mammoth’s hide (worth 3,400 gp)

and tucked safely in a niche 12 ft off the cave floor.  Each book is made from carved wood

plates (designed by a wood carver that Flame later ate) and weighs about 1 lb per spell-in the

book.  The value of this work to a sage or magic-user varies from 5,000-30,000 gp.

  Also present are 15 assorted potions; a 3 VIALS OF CURE SERIOUS WOUNDS

POTION (Brewed at 10th Level), VIAL OF DAYLIGHT OIL, 2 VIALS OF GREATER

MAGIC WEAPON +3, VIAL OF GREATER MAGIC WEAPON +2, VIAL OF

GREATER MAGIC FANG +2, a VIAL OF HASTE POTION (Brewed at 10th Level),

VIAL OF INVISIBILITY POTION (Brewed at 10th Level), a  VIAL OF GREATER

MAGIC FANG +3 a VIAL OF GREATER MAGIC FANG +4, a VIAL OF GREATER

MAGIC FANG +5, a VIAL OF RESIST ENERGY (COLD) (20), VIAL OF RESIST

ENERGY (SONIC) (30).

  In addition the following scrolls will be found: an ARCANE SCROLL w/Fox Cunning,

Flame Arrow, Fly, Wall of Iron, and Waves of Exhaustion (written at 14th Level), an

ARCANE SCROLL w/Demand (written at 16th Level), a DIVINE SCROLL w/Zone of

Truth (written at 4th Level), a DIVINE SCROLL w/Greater Restoration, Summon

Monster IX (written at 18th Level), a DIVINE SCROLL w/Break Enchantment, Calm

Animals, Cause Fear, Destruction, Etherealness, Owl’s Wisdom Mass (written at 18th

Level), a DIVINE SCROLL w/Summon Nature’s Ally VI, Summon Nature’s Ally IX

(written at 18th Level), a DIVINE SCROLL w/Bear’s Endurance, Bull’s Strength, Cat’s

Grace, Eagle’s Splendor, Fox Cunning, Owl’s Wisdom (written at 7th level).
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ENCOUNTER AREA I)  THE LAKE HAVEN (Cont)

AREA 4)  FLAME’S LAIR (Cont)

AREA 4D)  TREASURE CHAMBER (Cont)

 Mounded in a pile are 60 gems (of at least 1,000 gp base value), and 20 pieces of jewelry

(determine all values and identities randomly).  

  Lying in a massive heap, mixed together with dragon scales and teeth, are 122,976 cp,

141,727 sp, 41,117 ep, 59,540 gp, and 3,363 pp.  Human, Dwarven, Elven, Orcish, Ogre,

Goblin, and animal bones litter the entire room, indicating that Flame was responsible for the

deaths of over a thousand sentient beings in the last few hundred years alone, nearly all from

the areas west and north of the mountains.  The dragon’s ravaging of local wildlife can only be

imagined in a druid’s worst nightmare.

  In addition, hundreds of valuable mundane items, such as normal weapons, helmets, shields,

rock crystals (1-4 gp each), unusual skeletons and skulls, assorted papers, spell components,

riding equipment, boxes and crates, body parts of assorted monsters, clothing and footwear,

rare woods, religious items, and miscellaneous adventuring equipment, also litter the cavern

room. The total value of such material is suggested to be about 10,000 gp, but cataloging and

hauling such material away could prove to be too enormous a task for any adventurer.

  The DM may add or delete from this hoard as he or she sees fit, in accord with the campaign

structure and the difficulty of the quest.  Remember that every item, valuable or not, has a past.

Feel free to let your creativity loose and give the players a sense of over 400 years of campaign

history.

  The only entrances to this chamber are to the east (unblocked) and to the west (blocked by

massive boulders). To the east lies the sleeping chamber (Area 4c), and behind the boulder is

Flame’s personal entrance and exit, a large volcanic shaft (Area 4e).

NOTES:
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ENCOUNTER AREA I)  THE LAKE HAVEN (Cont)

AREA 4)  FLAME’S LAIR (Cont)

AREA 4E)  VOLCANIC VENT

  This is the entrance to Flame’s lair that Flame often uses.  It is almost perfectly smooth; the

length is about 200 ft. and its diameter varies from 60 ft to 80 ft.  The lower entrance is 

always blocked from the inside (Area 4d) by two gigantic boulders.  It requires three people at

Strength check DC: 35 in order to move only one of these boulders enough to pass by it. 

Flame must make the same Strength check but he gains +12 for being Gargantuan, +13 for

Strength, and +4 for being sturdy and having practiced this maneuver.  Flame’s total bonus is

+29.

  The upper hole is covered from above by an old roc’s nest that Flame acquired 50 years ago.

The hole is detectable as a secret door from above (Search DC: 20).

NOTES:

AREA 5)  UTHION’S TOWER

As the party approaches this area, they see a stone tower lying, off its base, against the east

wall of the crater.  Its once smooth stone walls cracked and crumbling in a lake that must have

once served as its moat.  The remains of a drawbridge leads from the beach to the ruined tower.

Development: Many years ago, Uthion, a young wizard, was killed by Flame when the great

beast used its awesome might to knock the tower over.  Now Flame has firmly established a

home in the cliffs and has spent many years pillaging the tower by using captive humans and

demi-humans (all eaten later).  But, even after 120 years, some of the treasure remains.

  The tower is now partially underwater.  Levels 1-2 (Areas 5A thru 5G) are completely

submerged while level 3 (5h,i,l) is only partially so.  No natural light sources exist on levels

1,2,3, and 5, so characters must use other means to see.  The rest of the tower is still lit by

Continual Flame spells which remain active until dispelled (vs.14th-level magic).  The party

may enter through the secret window in Area 5n, underwater(through the trap door on Level 1,

or through the portcullis and doors on level 2), or through the hole in the roof in Level 7.  If

the characters enter the water, the crocodiles in the lake attack(see Area 3).

  The following room and floor descriptions refer to the map of Uthion’s tower on page 58. 

All the stairwells are filled with varying amounts of debris; and each requires 1-6 man-hours to

clear.

NOTES:
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ENCOUNTER AREA I)  THE LAKE HAVEN (Cont)

AREA 5)  UTHION’S TOWER (Cont)

TOWER LEVEL 1)

  This level was formerly used as a dungeon.  It contains five cells (Rooms 5b thru 5f, all open

and empty.  There is a trap door in the floor (Room 5a) which leads out to the lake.  It was

formerly used to feed the crocodiles.  There is also a set of stone stairs going up to level 2,

located in the center of the room.

  If the party enters from above (Area 5g) and has not already dealt with the crocodiles in the

lake (see Area 3), there are 1-3 Crocodiles in the water. The DM should then amend 

descriptions accordingly.

NOTES:

TOWER LEVEL 2)

  This level was the Main Entrance Hall (5g) and is completely submerged.  The remains of a

massive pair of doors lie against the bottom of the chamber, but the portcullis is still intact, but

bent.  A character may attempt to lift the portcullis from the outside (Strength check DC: 30). 

Flame often dropped prisoners inside this room and then watched them drown, while holding

the portcullis closed.  Flame subsequently ate them.

  There are three entrances to this level: up the stairs from Level 1 down the stairs from Level

3; or, by removing the portcullis.

NOTES:

TOWER LEVEL 3

  This level was used as the barracks and guest rooms for Uthion’s guards and visitors.  It has

remained completely untouched since the tower’s fall.

NOTES:
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ENCOUNTER AREA I)  THE LAKE HAVEN (Cont)

AREA 5)  UTHION’S TOWER (Cont)

ROOM 5H)  GATHERING ROOM

  This room is completely submerged.  It was once a small gathering area for the guests,

complete with a table and four chairs, all rotted with time and merely shells of their former

grace.  A silver candelabra (200 gp value) (Appraise DC: 15) rests on the low end of the

chamber.

NOTES:

ROOM  5I)  GUEST ROOM

Each room appears to be a bedroom, but most of the furnishings here have suffered greatly

due to the lake water and the moisture associated with being so close to it.  The room contains a

water-logged bed, dresser, wooden chest, and  mirror.

  There is nothing of interest here.

NOTES:

AREA 5J)  SIR FREDERICK’S ROOM

The door to this chamber is locked.  As you enter the door, an eerie glow is revealed.  Lying

beside a long dead soldier, armored in full plate and shield, is a brightly glowing long sword.  A

large chunk of stone has fallen from the ceiling and has crushed the head of the dead solders.

The room appears to be a bedroom and contains a wood bed, a small dresser, and a wooden

chest. 

Development: The door to this room is locked with an Average Lock (Open Locks DC: 20). 

Here lies the skeleton of a long dead knight, Sir Frederick of the Wolnars, the bodyguard of

Uthion.  His body is still wearing a set of +1 FULL PLATE ARMOR, 8+1; a +2 HEAVY

STEEL SHIELD and a +3 LONG SWORD “Mironus” (See Details) lies at his side. Note

that the armor and shield will glow if worn by a living being able to use said items.  The

sword, however, glows brightly whether it is held or not.  The body is partially buried under

rubble, where Sir Frederick was trapped and died.  No other persons besides Sir Frederick and

Uthion were present when Flame attacked, those who returned later were eaten.
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ENCOUNTER AREA I)  THE LAKE HAVEN (Cont)

AREA 5)  UTHION’S TOWER (Cont)

AREA 5J)  SIR FREDERICK’S ROOM (Cont)

  When someone approaches Mironus, the sword shrieks piercingly for rescue.  If a dwarf or

gnome holds it, the sword uses the appropriate language (Dwarven, by preference).  If not,

Mironus will use an alignment tongue.

  There’s one major problem with Mironus.  It has been trapped alone in this room for over

120 years and is a bit screwy.  Should it be rescued by a party member, the sword never, ever

allows that character to leave it alone, anywhere, anytime, for any reason (including taking

baths, etc.).  The sword is very worried about being deserted again and screams as loudly as

possible until brought along.  It’s also afraid of the dark, and always glows at full strength

(equal to a light spell) at night or in darkness, even in a scabbard.

  The DM should have some fun with Mironus and not make it too much of a liability.  A

well-played sword adds a lot of flavor to a character’s treasure hoard.

  Mironus knows the exact nature of Sir Frederick’s armor and shield, but knows nothing about

how the tower was toppled or exactly how long the sword has been lying there (i.e., he’ll

answer “forever”).

  Should the party wish to resurrect Sir Frederick, remember that he’s been dead for 120 years.

The DM should assume that he was a neutral-good cavalier of 12th level, with very high

ability scores (create all statistics as desired).  If brought back to life, he asks for the return of

his magic items (including Mironus) and, offers to aid the party for the duration of their

mission.  He would especially like to find Uthion, his liege and friend.

  This guestroom is soundproofed.

NOTES:

ROOM 5K)  GUEST ROOM

This room appears to be a guest room, it contains a bed, small dresser, wooden chest, and a

small mirror.

  The mirror is magically attached to the wall.

NOTES:
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ENCOUNTER AREA I)  THE LAKE HAVEN (Cont)

AREA 5)  UTHION’S TOWER (Cont)

ROOM 5L)  GUARD ROOM

This room appears to be a guest room, it contains a bed, small dresser, wooden chest, and a small

mirror.

NOTES:

TOWER LEVEL 4

NOTES:

ROOM 5M)  DINING HALL

The stairway opens into a dining area.  A very large, ornate table lies toward the bottom of

the chamber, with a number of broken chairs scattered amongst the wreckage.

There is an open door on the left.  No items of value are present.

NOTES:

ROOM 5N)  KITCHEN

This area appears to be a kitchen, but it is choked with rubble and debris.  The floor is a maze

of pot, pans, and broken cookware.  An iron wood stove has pulled away from the wall and now

lies toppled over on the floor.

  The only important aspect of this room is the secret window near the ceiling. Uthion used to

watch the creatures of the lake from this window, and it doubled as an emergency exit and

entrance.  The secret window can only be detected by normal physical means (Search DC: 30);

no magical means of detection works.  The door leading to Area 5m requires one man-hour of

work to clear away the debris.  A fine set of silverware worth 1,000 gp (Appraise DC: 17)  is

scattered about the floor amongst the pots and pans (Search DC: 15).

NOTES:
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ENCOUNTER AREA I)  THE LAKE HAVEN (Cont)

AREA 5)  UTHION’S TOWER (Cont)

TOWER LEVEL 5

  This tower level was where Uthion’s new apprentice was to live. Uthion had just finished

equipping the rooms when Flame attacked.

NOTES:

ROOM 5O)  DISPLAY HALL

In this room are six disoriented paintings hanging on the outer wall.  Each painting is about 4

feet wide and 6 feet tall, each sets in a decorative wood frame, and each depicts various scenes of

mighty mages battling the forces of evil.

  Each painting have a value of 200 gp’s (Appraise DC: 22), but due a decorative wood frame

each weights about 20 lbs.

NOTES:

ROOM 5P)  APPRENTICE’S LIBRARY AND WORKROOM

The door is unlocked and gives way easily.  Suddenly you are struck by an avalanche of

books, glassware, and furniture.  Colored smokes and liquids pour from every crevice.

A door is obvious to the upper left of the chamber.  Lining the walls of this chamber are rows

upon rows of shelves and benches.  They are now completely empty, except for one small bottle

precariously balanced on the edge of a table leg. It begins to wobble and . . .

  The party is not harmed in any way by falling debris.  Note any possible effects on personal

protection spells(e.g., Stone Skin).  The party enters the room to find:

  The DM should determine which of the first few characters the bottle falls toward.  If the

character rolls his dexterity or less on a d20, he can catch the bottle (providing, of course that

his hands are free to do so).  If he fails, the potion saves (as crystal) vs. crushing blow or

smashes on the ground.  The potion is OIL OF SLIPPERINESS and should provide some

comic relief for the DM.  It is impossible to stand up in the room until the oil is removed (see

DMG, page 127), and the  DM should modify any attempts at getting into area 5q accordingly.

NOTES:
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ENCOUNTER AREA I)  THE LAKE HAVEN (Cont)

AREA 5)  UTHION’S TOWER (Cont)

ROOM 5Q)  APPRENTICE’S QUARTERS

The door opens to reveal what must have once been a quite beautiful bedroom.  Remnants of

silk sheets and fur-lined pillows lie under a toppled oak-framed bed.  A large chest remains

sealed shut on top of a small bureau.  A fallen closet lies at the far side of the room.

  The sheets are damaged and worthless, but the fur in the pillows can be removed and is worth

a total of 100 gp.  The bureau contains nothing of value, and the closet contains normal robes

and cloaks of varying colors (no value).

  The chest contains nothing at all but is locked.  The key was formerly on top of the chest, but

is now buried under the closet.  The chest itself is worth 5,000 gp and can be used for a

Leomund’s secret chest spell if the replica is possessed (See Room 5u).

NOTES:

TOWER LEVEL 6

ROOM 5R)  DISPLAY HALL

This room appears to be the same as, though smaller than, the room below it (area 5o).  All

the paintings have been crushed by falling debris. The stairs end on this level.

  The door on the south side of this room is a trap (see area 5s) and the real entrance to

Uthion’s former quarters is a secret door on the left (see area 5t).

  The secret door can only be detected by normal physical means (Search DC: 20).  No magic

what so ever reveals its presence, although x-ray vision or a similar spell works normally.

NOTES:

ROOM 5S)  TRAPPED ROOM

Laying on floor next to the door is this chamber are two bodies that are dressed in tattered

rags.  The bodies appear to have been dead for several years and are little more than dried husks.  

The door itself, is made of wood reinforced with bands of iron.  Blazoned in silver etching across

the door’s face is the letter ‘U’.

Development: The bodies are belong to those captured by Fame and forced to search Uthion’s

tower.  In return for treasure, Flame promised these poor souls freedom, and perhaps were the

lucky ones as they died and were not forced to endure being eaten by Flame.

  The door to this chamber is locked with a Simple Lock (Open Locks DC:20).   The silver ‘U’

is actually a Symbol of Death that will activate if the door is touched.   
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ENCOUNTER AREA I)  THE LAKE HAVEN (Cont)

AREA 5)  UTHION’S TOWER (Cont)

ROOM 5S)  TRAPPED ROOM (Cont)

This symbol will deliver 150 Hp’s damage to anyone within 60 ft. unless a Fortitude Save DC:

22 is made.  In addition, the door is magical in that the trap will reset in 24 hours.

  Once the door is opened, the party will see various hangers on the walls and a set of

freestanding armoires against the walls are filled with numerous well-made robes.

TREASURE: There are 15 robes that bear Uthion’s silver ‘U’ symbol.  Each is about as well

made as a courtier’s outfit, and could fetch as much as 50 gp from a collector.  The robes

themselves are not magical.

  Inside one armoire, a successful DC: 25 Search check reveals a false back.  If this is pulled

aside, a narrow, lead-lined cavity is revealed.  In here lies a bone scepter.  This is a potent item

known as the ROD OF TEETH, and is detailed in the New Magic Items section.

NOTES:

ROOM 5T)  UTHION’S QUARTERS

The secret door leads into a magnificent bedroom.  The room, however, has been  searched

already by Flame’s slaves.  Tattered sheets lie on the remains of the bed, and the rest of the

furnishings, the closets, chests, and bureaus, stand empty. 

  There are no items of value in here.  There is a secret trap door in the ceiling which leads to

level 7 (Room 5U).  As with the other secret doors in the tower, it is detectable by physical

means only (Search DC: 25).

NOTES:

TOWER LEVEL 7

ROOM 5U)  UTHION’S LIBRARY AND WORKROOM

You climb through the trap door and enter a massive library and work-room, occupying all of

this level.  Rows of shredded, crushed books , once priceless, lie on the floor.  Piles of glassware

and spell components have been swept into the corners.  A few large chunks of crystal clear glass

lie on a piece of red velvet cloth in the middle of the floor.  A wooden stand lies beside it.  A

large hole is in the ceiling, opening through the wooden roof to the outside.

In the center of the room a small table has been precariously perched on the rubble and is the

only item that stands upright.  A top the table are several pieces of parchment, a stoppered ink

well, and several quills. 
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ENCOUNTER AREA I)  THE LAKE HAVEN (Cont)

AREA 5)  UTHION’S TOWER (Cont)

ROOM 5U)  UTHION’S LIBRARY AND WORKROOM (Cont)

Development: Over the years, Flame dropped captured victims through the ceiling to remove

most everything of value.  These captives were later eaten.

  Under a pile of rubble, the broken bones of man wearing white robes can be found, with a

small replica of a chest in his hands (under his body).

  The chest is the matching component to the chest in area 5q.  The command words are on a

small slip of paper inside the chest.

  The shards of glass in the center of the room are the remains of a Crystal Ball with

Clairaudience.  Only a Wish spell (or similar magic) can restore it to working form.

SMALL TABLE: The parchment on the table seem to be a chronicle entries are As follows:

! My name is Trent Miller from ??, the year is 1085, I don’t know the date.  I was taken by

Flame along with 6 others.  They have all been eaten.  The dragon promises that I’ll be

freed if I search the tower; I don’t believe him so I’m leaving this as evidence of capture. 

Sign the ledger if you come after me.

! Burney Harrow, 1094, sent here by Flame to search the tower.  Of 18, I am the last all have

been eaten.

! Dave Raider, 1106, sent here by the dragon to search the tower.  He has eaten my wife and

son.  I welcome death.

  The are pages and pages of entries.  The first from Trent Miller is about 120 years old.  The

last entry is about 15 years old and reads as follows:

! Davy Jones, 1189, I am the last member of the Scorpion, all the rest have been eaten. 

Flame enjoys nipping off arms and legs and having his victims beg for death.  It is

obsessed with treasure.

NOTES:
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ENCOUNTER AREA I)  THE LAKE HAVEN (Cont)

ENCOUNTER AREA 6)  HOT SPRINGS

This is a old lava vent that serves as the heated water source for the crater.

NOTES:

ENCOUNTER AREA J)  THE BIG VALLEY

This long, lush valley is heated by a stream from a hot spring that flows from east to west. 

  It is a safe haven, but as with Lake Deriun (Area D), the chance for wandering monsters

should be doubled (i.e., 2 in 6).  The DM may wish to add his or her own personal touch to

encounters here.

NOTES:

ENCOUNTER AREA K)  DEEP GNOME SETTLEMENT

A small cave is located here.

Development: This small cave is apparently empty, but a secret trap door can be found in the

rear of the cave after a careful search (Search DC: 20).  The door opens into a deep shaft with

a ladder mounted on one side.  The ladder is made of some unknown metal, and the shaft

descends for hundreds of feet (800 ft.) below the earth’s surface.  If any character climbs down

the ladder (this will require a Strength Check DC: 20 for every 100 feet traveled), he arrives at

the lair of a huge colony of svirfneblin, or deep gnomes.  The DM should discourage this

discovery or else prepare this underworld ahead of time.
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ENCOUNTER AREA K)  DEEP GNOME SETTLEMENT

   This is the cave in which Sir John died after the deep gnomes found him.  The gnomes know

nothing about Flame, but buried deep in their ancient records is a metal tablet which describes

how a great fire beast. came from the sky and snatched a group of svirfneblin workers.  They

were never heard from again.  The tablet’s date (when translated into the local calendar)

indicates this encounter occurred about 110 human years ago.

NOTES:

ENCOUNTER AREA L)  STATUE OF THE CHILD

A 30 ft-tall statue of a young girl, sitting down and crying, rests on a ledge about 50 ft above

the pass.  The girl’s human look is offset somewhat by her elvin ears and facial features.  The

workmanship is shows signs of Dwarven, Gnome, Elven, and Human techniques and is very old. 

As the base of the statue stands a small gray marker about 4 feet tall.  

MARKER: The marker is made of a dull gray stone and appears very old.  The has four side

and bears four weather beaten symbols (described from top to bottom). 

! North side: Star, Sum, Moon, Pyramid.  (The Parents)

! South side: Sum, Moon, Pyramid, Star.  (A museum in Grey Hawk)

! East side: Moon, Pyramid, Star, Sun.  (A field deep in a forest)

! West side: Pyramid, Star, Sum, Moon.

  The marker was created by a race known as the Eldlings, a race that disappeared centuries

before the other races were born and were once used as transportation devices.  If touched by a

Wizard or Sorcerer, the character will be transported to on of the following locations

NOTES:

ENCOUNTER AREA M)  PASS OF THE PARENTS

Development: At the entrance to this pass into the mountains stand two gigantic statues.  A

100 ft. man (to the west) faces an equally tall woman (to the east), their arms reaching toward

one another with palms up, obviously distraught.  The workmanship is shows signs of

Dwarven, Gnome, Elvin, and Human techniques and the style, an ancient one, fits that of the

child’s statue in Area L.  All of the statues have been carved from living rock and are well

supported by surrounding rock.  As the base of the statue is a small gray marker.

  The statues are non-magical.  These works are so old that not even the elves know anything

about their origins or their purpose.

NOTES:

ENCOUNTER N)  FORT WHEELAN
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Development: This is another frontier outpost, identical in almost all respects to Fort Silan

(area A). No one here knows anything more about the missing patrol, and all are busy making

preparations for a possible invasion from the west. This would have been the final stop for

then ow-missing patrol.

  The post commander, Sir Erickson, orders an escort for the characters back to the capital if

the group has completed its mission. The commander may also send a force to investigate the

dragon’s cave if the dragon has been slain. Any extra treasure found by the investigative patrol

will be recovered and returned to the fort, to eventually be sent to the capital.
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CONCLUDING THE QUEST:

Should the party successfully defeat Flame, determine that there is no real invasion, and

recover the documents detailing the fate of the young prince, the king is incredibly grateful and

very receptive to any requests from the characters.  It is highly unlikely that the party members

will ask for money after finding so much in Flame’s lair, but spells and magic items are always

on characters’ minds.  Remember that the king’s reach and influence far exceeds his actual

supplies and resources.  The sages of the royal library are perhaps the most knowledgeable in the

land; if information exists on a certain topic, it can probably be located among the numerous

tomes and scrolls in the sages’ keeping.

There are a number of spin-offs possible after the characters finish their main task, the most

obvious of which is to track down the missing prince, now 24 years old.  This could be

developed asa detective story or a rescue mission (or both).

The characters may also have recovered the false treasure map from Jalussa’s private papers

(Area 4d).  This was written long ago with the intention of sending his enemies or any mutinous

crewmen into a deadly trap as payment for their treachery.  This adventure could be quite

dangerous, but the trip itself might prove profitable.

Jalussa’s personal papers also provide the DM with an ideal medium for clue-dropping and

adventure prompting.  A wandering group of pirates could have recorded the location of

hundreds of interesting objects, places, and events on the high seas which could lead to

prolonged voyages if the party’s in the mood.

If the svirfneblin were discovered, a number of related adventures can be designed including

the establishing of trade with the deep gnomes, alliances with them, quests to help, them against

their enemies, etc.

Finally, the encounters listed in the section entitled  .The Adventure. may be expanded into

adventures in their own right. are more trolls on their way north?  What will become of the

bandit gang?  What of the ogres and undead beings?  The characters may find that they have

much to keep them busy in the Western Mountains.
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MIRONUS

Mironus is and intelligent +3 Long Sword with the following powers.  The sword can, ”see”

through a gem set in its hilt, above the handgrip.

Mironus’ Primary Abilities

1. Detect Traps (as the spell)  2/Day

2. Detect Good / Evil (as the spell) 2/Day

3.   Detect Gems kind and number (5 min duration) in a 5 ft radius 2/Day

NAME: Mironus

EGO: 8

INTELLIGENCE:14

ALIGNMENT: Neutral Good

     Mironus can speak Dwarven, Gnome, and the Common Tongue.  It communicates with

wielder with speak or telepathy.

Gold Piece Sale Value: 5,700 gp's
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ROD OF TEETH

A Rod of Teeth appears a club-like scepter made of bone, about 4 feet in length, and

engraved with designs of various shaped and sized teeth.   The origin and method of

manufacturing these deadly devices has been lost in antiquity, and only seven know to exist.  The

few remaining rods are all thought to possess only a few charges each, but that theory is up for

debate.

 This Rod of Teeth calls forth magical dagger-like teeth that unerringly strike targets up to 70

ft. distant.  As a standard action, the rod may call forth and fire up to two teeth per round, but

each use of the rod expends 1 charge regardless of the teeth fired.  Each tooth delivers 1-6 +3

Hp’s damage per hit; being that the teeth are permanent physical manifestations, victims may not

use Spell Resistance to avoid their damage, but other protections like Stone Skins may offer

some defense.  When fired, each tooth is considered a +3 piercing, weapon when considering

Damage Reduction, but each tooth retains no magical enchantment once fired.

A Rod of Teeth may not be recharged.
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Flame

VERY OLD RED DRAGON (Flame): 449 Hp's, 31d12+248 HD, Mv: 40 ft., Fly 200 ft.

Clumsy, Ac: 36 (-4 Size, +30 Natural), Touch: 6, Flat-Footed: 36, Gargantuan Dragon (Fire),

Base Attack: +31, Grapple: +60, Space: 20 ft., Reach: 15 ft. (Bite 20 ft.), Att: Bite +40 Melee, 2

Claws +35 Melee, 2 Wings +35 Melee, and Tail Slap +35 Melee, Dam: Bite 4-24 +13 Melee, 2

Claws 2-16 +6 Melee, 2 Wings 2-12 +6 Melee, and Trail Slap 2-16 +19 Melee.  Initiative: +4

(+4 Improved Initiative).  CR: 21.  Abilities: Str: 37, Dex: 10, Con: 27, Int: 22, Wis: 23, Cha: 22. 

SA: Breath Weapon, Crush, Frightful Presence, Improved Awesome Blow, Improved Snatch,

Spell-like Abilities, Spells, Tail Sweep.  Improved Awesome Blow (Ex): As a Swift Action, the

creature may choose to subtract 4 from its melee attack roll and deliver an Awesome Blow. 

Creatures hit with an awesome blow must succeed on a Reflex save (DC = damage dealt) or be

knocked flying 10 feet in a direction of the attacking creature’s choice and fall prone.  If an

obstacle prevents the completion of the opponent’s move, the opponent and the obstacle each

take 1d6 points of damage, and the opponent stops in the space adjacent to the obstacle.  Breath

Weapon (Su): 60 ft. Cone, damage 18d10 fire, Reflex Save DC: 33 Half.  Crush (Ex): Area 20 ft.

By 20 ft.; Medium or Small opponents suffer 4-24 +19 Hp’s of bludgeoning damage, and must

succeed on a DC: 33 Reflex save or be pinned; grapple bonus +56.  Frightful Presence (Ex): 270

ft. Radius 30 HD or less, Will DC: 29 Negates.  Snatch (Ex): Grapple bonus +56, claw against

medium or small opponents for 2-16 +6 Hp’s damage per round, bite against large or smaller

opponents for 4-24 +13 Hp’s damage per round or 8-48 +26 Hp’s damage if the dragon does not

move; snatched creature can be flung up to 90 ft for 9d6 Hp’s damage.  Spell-Like Abilities:

Locate Object 9/day and Suggestion 3/day.  Caster Level 13th.  Tail sweep (Ex): 30 ft in diameter,

small opponents take 2-16 +19 Hp’s of bludgeoning damage, Reflex save DC: 33 half.  SQ: DR

15/magic, Darkvision 120 ft., Immune to Fire, Sleep, and Paralysis, Low-light Vision, SR: 21,

Vulnerability to Cold.  Skills: Appraise: +31, Bluff: +37, Concentration: +28, Craft (Trap

Making): +18, Intimidate: +39, Jump: +48, Knowledge Arcana: +31, Knowledge Local: +31,

Knowledge Religion: +31, Listen: +37, Move Silently: +19, Sense Motive: +37, Spellcraft: +39,

Spot: +37.  Feats: Awesome Blow (1), Cleave (2), Flyby Attack (3), Great Cleave (4), Improved

Awesome (5) Blow, Improved Grapple (6), Improved Initiative (7), Improved Snatch (8), Power

Attack (9), Snatch (10), Wingover (11).  Saves: Fort +25, Ref: +19, Will: +25.  Critical: Bite,

Claw, Wings, and Tail 20/ x2.  Flame wears a  NECKLACE OF FROST RESISTANCE (as

per a Cube of Frost Resistance) worn as a ring on a left fore claw; a BROACH OF

SHIELDING (54 charges) worn as a ring on a right fore claw; an AMULET OF PROOF

AGAINST DETECTION AND LOCATION around its neck on a platinum chain (value 2,500

gp); a ROD OF ALERTNESS (21 charges) planted securely under a ledge inside the cave, and

an IOUN STONE (Sustain without air), made invisible and whirling around its head.  Flame’s

spell save is DC: 16 plus spell level, the spells of a 13th level wizard, and he has the following

spells in memory:

0-Level (4): Detect Magic, Ghost Sounds, Ray of Frost, Read Magic, Resistance

1st Level (6): Alarm*, Disguise Self*, Invisibility, Mage Armor, Protection from Good, Shield

2nd Level (6): Alter Self, Blur, False Life, Mirror Image, Protection from Arrows, Resist Energy  

3rd Level (5): Arcane Sight, Displacement, Haste, Heroism, Protection from Energy

4th Level (5): Arcane Eye, Dimension Door, Greater Invisibility, Hallucinatory Terrain, Stone
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Skin

5th Level (4): Baleful Polymorph, Prying Eyes, Teleport, Wall of Force 

6th Level (3): Acid Fog, Greater Heroism, True Seeing, 

7th Level (2): Bigby’s Grasping Hand, Mordenkainen’s Sword

For more information on Red Dragons refer to page 75 of the monster manual.
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Visual Aid.  Painting of Prince Lomaran.
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Visual Aid.  Prince Lomaran’s Amulet.
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Visual Aid.  Giant Eagle.
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Visual Aid.  Troll.
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Visual Aid.  Ogre.
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Visual Aid.  Ogre Magi.
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Visual Aid.  Giant Owl.
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Visual Aid.  Chraal.
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Visual Aid.  Frost Salamander.
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Visual Aid.  Dread Wraith.
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Visual Aid.  Snowflake Ooze.
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Visual Aid.  Will-O-Wisp.
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Visual Aid.  Ghast and Ghoul.
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Visual Aid.  Galeb Duhr.
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Visual Aid.  Fire Giant.
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Visual Aid.  Hell Hound.
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Visual Aid.  For Silan.
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Visual Aid.  Player’s Wilderness Map.
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Visual Aid.  Game Master’s Wilderness Map.
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Visual Aid.  Lake Haven Player’s Map.
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Visual Aid.  Lake Haven DM’s Map.
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Visual Aid.  The Leaning Tower.
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Visual Aid.  Uthion’s Tower.
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Visual Aid.  The Passage.
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Visual Aid.  White Dragon.
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Visual Aid.  Red Dragon (Flame).


